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Dear colleagues and friends,

It has been a very challenging six months for us at GeraNova Bruckmann. In May, the 
publishing house fell victim to a hacker attack. For the time being, most of its impact has 
been set aside. During this turbulent time, we did not stop the production of our new books 
and all of them were published or will be published as planned. I am excited to present you 
our wonderful Fall 2023 program!

National Geographic will amaze the readers with an incredible illustrated book with the 
latest high-resolution images from the WEBB telescope. The author of the book, an expert 
in astronomy, will explain never-before-seen phenomena of the universe. 

Frederking & Thaler invites the readers into the fascinating world of feathers. Award-
winning photographer duo Heidi and Hans-Jürgen Koch will elaborate on the diversity of 
shape, structure and function of feathers. The texts on biology, mythology, cultural and 
scientific history complement the aesthetic of the images.

Bruckmann offers its readers a tour guide to 66 lost and dark places all over Germany. Its 
captivating and scary stories will describe the special atmosphere of these places, while the 
tips and GPS coordinates are a great practical guide to the often hidden places. 

Christian Verlag inspires the readers to take a culinary journey to Georgia right at their 
homes. Besides, my colleagues from our cookbook team continue to follow the sustainability 
trend and show readers that the forest has plenty of ingredients to turn into a fantastic 
dessert!

Christophorus Verlag has prepared something for our readers, who prefer elegance. A 
book of stylish knitting designs, all of them to be made of black wool. For the timelessly 
elegant look!

GeraMond focuses on the machines, without which our modern lives would be 
unimaginable. Everyone who is fascinated by big machines with diverse purposes, from 
Unimog to excavators – is invited to discover the right fit in our current program!

Thank you very much to all of you for your support and understanding during this 
challenging phase. 

I am excited to discuss new catalogue’s titles with you!

If you would like to take a closer look at them – please do not hesitate to contact me.
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Black is beautiful

In 1926, Coco Chanel's "little black dress" made fashion history. Since then, the 
color black has stood for elegance and self-confidence in women's fashion. The 
knitted designs in this book adopt this characteristic, all of them made of black wool. 
Whether it's a casual cable-knit jumper or a loose cardigan, a slim-fit sheath dress or 
a sexy handcuff with a lace pattern: elegant knitwear with simple step-by-step 
instructions are presented in this book.

• Timelessly elegant knitwear in black

• Stylish designs

• High-quality book for knit lovers

All in black

Knitting fashion and accessories in the most

elegant color in the world

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 180 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: August 2023

Claudia Laermann

HIGHLIGHT
FALL 
2023
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Fashion highlights in fall colors

Shifted back shoulder lines, adjustments through shortened rows or darts give each 
knitted piece an excellent fit and a modern look. Fashion designer and tailor Ann-

Kathrin Stoll thinks knitting technique right through when she designs. This book is a 
journey of discovery that will open up new worlds in knitting for its readers! Seamless 
models, knitted top down in warm autumnal tones – the readers will love it!

• Special knitwear in autumnal colors

• For all sizes: with these instructions, the self-knitted piece is guaranteed to fit

• With numerous personal tips and tricks from the author

Fall(ing) for knits
Fashion knitting in autumn and earth tones

160 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: August 2023

Ann-Kathrin Stoll

HIGHLIGHT
FALL 
2023
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Creativity for life

Everyone knows the positive feeling when pursuing the favorite hobby. This book 
demonstrates the health contribution creativity can make in life. Encouraging, 
stimulating and inspiring: According to this motto, the author shows 50 projects, 
some of which are created with only a few materials and at the same time address 
and improve certain moods. A creative book, health guide and life companion for the 
whole family!

• Unique book for the whole family

• 50 creative ideas for 10 different moods

• Creative support in difficult times and situations

Creativity for the soul
Angry, sad, overexcited: effective ideas

against everyday madness

128 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm, ~ 150 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: October 2023

Verena Wöhlk Appel

HIGHLIGHT
FALL 
2023
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Easy cutting plus elegant!

Professional chefs always have their own set of sharpened knives with them. And 
this for a good reason! Because they know that excellent knives are the core of the 
kitchen. Only with such you can properly fillet, parry, cut, etc... However, not all 
knives are equal in their quality and functions. This book answers all the essential 
questions around the knives. Which knife is used for what? What is important to 
consider around the material? How do I cut correctly?

• Absolutely everything about kitchen knives!

• THE book for all hobby cooks

• Photographed and explained in detail

Kitchen knives

Choosing, sharpening, cutting. With 40

recipes from professionals

320 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 300 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €49.99

Publication date: September 2023

Torsten Kluske, Sebastian Schollmeyer

HIGHLIGHT
FALL 
2023
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Georgian cuisine offers delicacies known for their freshness and intensity, it is

genuine, natural and healthy. It fits perfectly into our modern lifestyle. It is shaped by

the influences of different cultures and the Silk Road. Aubergines stuffed with

walnuts, fine dumplings, marinated meat skewers, fine spices, exquisite wines and of

course the world-famous Tschatscha pomace brandy. This is how the Caucasus

tastes!

• The culinary treasures from the cuisine of many tastes!

• A pleasure trip through the gourmet country of Georgia

• Authentic dishes and up-close portraits

The culinary Caucasus

Georgia
Culinary treasures from a mountainous

country. Rrecipes. Portraits. Stories.

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 96 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: October 2023

Darina Beridze, Anna Bogush

HIGHLIGHT
FALL 
2023
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Discovering the sweet side of the forest!

Nature lovers & baking enthusiasts will love this book! Time in nature can be put to 
good use: here the readers will find valuable ingredients that can be collected and 
then processed into wonderful sweets. Fine treats such as spruce needle syrup, 
elder compote, chocolate tart with chestnuts or cheesecake with rose hip curd are 
conjured up from natural treasures such as forest blossoms, herbs, berries and nuts.

• 70 delicious gluten-free and vegan recipes

• Creative baking with natural and healthy ingredients

• Very trendy: collecting and baking with wild herbs

Something sweet from the

forest
70 creative cake and tart recipes with wild

herbs, berries and fruits. With vegan and

gluten-free alternatives

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: September 2023

Candy Arnold-Prendel

HIGHLIGHT
FALL 
2023
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Dark, darker, Germany

The authors of this book have selected 66 best lost and dark places between the 
coast and the Alps in Germany. The readers will be captivated by stories that are as 
dark as they are exciting and experience the atmosphere of the scenes and places 
that are often hidden.

• Captivating: 66 lost and dark places and their history

• Scary: with tips on how to best experience the atmosphere of the places

• With directions and GPS coordinates

Lost & dark places

Germany
66 forgotten, abandoned and spooky places

320 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 400 images

Softcover

Retail price: €25

Publication date: September 2023

HIGHLIGHT
FALL 
2023
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The beauty of the feathers

The beauty of bird feathers shows the power and poetry of evolution. The 
extravagance of colour, shape, structure and function often gives feathers an almost 
sacred significance – beyond the natural sciences. The photographer couple Heidi 
and Hans-Jürgen Koch, who have won multiple awards for their very own 
perspective, present high-precision photographs of fantastic feathers from all over 
the world. An illustrated book, which fascinates with the aesthetic of the images!

• By the award-winning photographer couple Heidi and Hans-Jürgen Koch

• Well-founded texts on biology, mythology, cultural and scientific history

• Highly aesthetic images

• The fantastic world of feathers

Feathers

Masterpieces of evolution

224 pages, 22.8 x 29.6 cm, ~ 220 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €45

Publication date: October 2023

Heidi und Hans-Jürgen Koch

HIGHLIGHT
FALL 
2023
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Galaxies, planets and stardust

In 2021 the James Webb Space Telescope was launched. Since then, the billion 
dollar project from NASA and ESA has been sending images of distant galaxies to 
the Earth: from a distance of more than 1.5 million kilometers. With pin-sharp 
resolution, Webb reveals hundreds of previously hidden stars and planetary 
systems, making them visible for the first time. In addition, this illustrated book 
provides insights into the history of the most important space telescopes: from Uhuru 
to Hubble to Gaia.

• The latest high-resolution images from the WEBB telescope – opulently presented

as an illustrated book

• Never-before-seen phenomena of the universe expertly explained

• With an overview of the most important space telescopes

• With background knowledge on the history of NASA's billion-euro project

Our eye in space: the

James Webb Space

TelescopeSpectacular images of undiscovered worlds

208 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 120 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €49.99

Publication date: October 2023

Till Mundzeck

HIGHLIGHT
FALL 
2023
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Excavators, cranes and other giants

Without them, the modern life is unimaginable. The excavators and other 
construction machines have contributed and continue to contribute to forming of our 
world. With their help, roads and railways, houses and canals are built quickly and 
effectively. They fascinate everyone in their own individual way. In this volume, 
Albert Mößmer presents the history and present of these devices, which can 
captivate almost everyone because they represent power and size. Besides, the 
functionality and technology are explained in many images.

• Richly illustrated: everything about excavators and many other construction

machines

• History and present in one volume

• Superlatives and oddities combined with solid information in one book

The big book of excavators

and construction machines

168 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 250 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €32.99

Publication date: November 2023

Albert Mößmer

HIGHLIGHT
FALL 
2023
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"Pop" - corks pop and end up in the garbage. This book is a wake-up call to stop this!

The corks can be saved and become a new life. This book will show its readers how. 
The author has divided it into several chapters: practical items, decorative DIY projects, 
jewelry and ideas for Christmas - and thus she shows what corks have to offer. They 
can be turned into small figures, chic earrings or magical Christmas decorations. 
Readers can expect versatile, sustainable upcycling ideas.

• Versatile use of corks for creative projects

• Sustainable upcycling projects with style

• New inspirations for creative minds

Upcycling corks - everything

used, nothing wasted
The most beautiful ideas from corks

128 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 250 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: September 2023

Ina Mielkau

Upcycling beverage carton

– everything used
The most beautiful ideas from

beverage carton

128 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 200

images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: February 2023

Ina Mielkau

Upcycling wallpapers:

everything used
The most beautiful ideas from

leftover wallpapers

128 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 200

images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: January 2023

Helene Kilb
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Handicrafting with books

Craft projects are too time-consuming? For these original handicrafts, a few torn-out 
pages from old books, paints and a good ideas are enough, and the crafting fun is 
guaranteed!

Creative author and elementary school teacher Judith Watschinger shows more than 
70 craft ideas, from finger puppets to fairy wands, from garlands to gift tags: the main 
thing is easy crafts and color!

• Book or magazine pages and paint: that's all it takes for fantastic upcycling!             
• Sustainable handicraft fun thanks to recycled materials

Upcycling book pages
More than 70 sustainable crafting ideas from

old books, greeting cards, gift bags,

decorations, lucky charms and much more.

144 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 350 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €24.99

Publication date: September 2023

Judith Watschinger
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Pedagogical dolls

They are made of natural materials, are softly stuffed and are designed to inspire 
children's imagination with the absence of gestures and reduced facial expressions: 
Waldorf-style dolls. The book shows step-by-step instructions on how to easily sew 
these unique dolls yourself: in different sizes, skin types and with different hairstyles. 
Pattern sheets for clothes are included.

• Waldorf-style dolls to sew yourself

• With beautiful details and accessories

• Includes pattern sheets and detailed photos

Handmade dolls in Waldorf-

style
Body, clothes and accessories. Including

pattern sheets and detailed step-by-step

photos

160 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 180 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €27.99

Publication date: September 2023

Kristin Wünsch
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Easily made DIY gifts

This book will bring its readers the joy of DIY gift giving! Over 50 ideas for gifts and 
decorations using dried flowers, watercolor painting, zero waste & upcycling, 
modeling clay, paper flowers, embroidery and seasonal specifics. Information for 
each material and tips for how to combine drying and pressing flowers, loose 
watercolor florals and sustainability. Step-by-step tutorials for unique gifts and 
decorations for every occasion. With this great DIY gift book, readers will become 
DIY professionals and surprise their loved ones with their talent.

• Gifts and decorations with different DIY techniques and seasonal specifics           
• Information on the materials and tips on drying and pressing flowers as well as 
upcycling

• It is easy to become a DIY pro with these step-by-step instructions!

The great DIY gift book
Lovely gifts and unique ideas for friends and

family

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 400 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: October 2023

Anna Heuberger
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Raysin - THE favoutite creative material of nowadays

Pure white instead of concrete grey, more stable than plaster and more 
environmentally friendly than resin - that's Raysin! The popular casting powder 
hardens quickly after pouring and turns out with a pleasantly smooth surface. The 
author demonstrates the diversity of the material. Divided into two chapters – ready-

made and homemade casting molds - functional and unique objects such as 
coasters, vases, figures and much more are created. Coloring, decorating and 
sanding give the models a special finish.

• Raysin models became so popular thanks to their uncomplicated and versatile use 
• Detailed material overview: processing, mixing, finish, molds and much more!         
• Instructions for individual casting molds made of various materials

Pouring decoration with

Raysin
More than 25 individual decorative objects.

Including instructions for your own casting

molds

144 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 200 images

Softcover

Retail price: €22.99

Publication date: September 2023

Ina Mielkau
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For the coffee-lovers!

The good news first: no barista training is required for these DIYs. This book inspires 
all coffee-lovers with the ideas around coffee, for example with the brilliant projects 
for the cozy coffee bar at home, which might include a neon light board, magnets or 
a cup shelf. And what's left after the cappuccino can be upcycled in many different 
ways. This book is dedicated to all coffee-lovers!

• Unique upcycling DIYs made from coffee packaging

• Cup shelf, neon light board and much more: ingenious projects for a coffee corner 

at home

• Fantastic results on a budget

Inspirations for the coffee

corner
DIY ideas for the coffee bar at home.

Upcycling coffee grounds, bags and

capsules

128 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 200 images

Softcover

Retail price: €17.99

Publication date: September 2023

Helene Kilb
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Pottering means happiness!

Unique decoration made of clay - without a kiln! The author is a real pro when it 
comes to modeling clay. This book shows in detail how to process the material and 
how to transform it into fascinating looks using exciting techniques such as relief or 
wiping. In spring and summer, a flowery bowl will be the perfect home decoration 
object, or a tray with mini tiles, which might carry some cool lemonade. Beautiful 
candleholders and shiny Christmas balls are presented in this book as deco-objects 
for autumn and winter.

• The perfect ideas for every season

• Fascinating processing techniques for unique decorative objects

• Tile look, relief surface design and many more looks

Happy pottering
Modelling unique decorations – without a kiln

144 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 250 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: July 2023

Daniela Schmidt-Kohl
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Ornaments with knitted tubes

Anyone who keeps their children busy with the knitting dolly knows: in the end there 
is plenty of knitted tube. This book is full with ideas of what to do with it, namely how 
to turn knitted tube into beautiful home accessories. Alternatively, ready-made 
knitted tube with a wire core can be bought. Room door label, bag decorations and 
door wreaths, wall tattoos and artificial flowers, there are no limits to the decoration 
ideas.

• Do-it-yourself home decoration

• Creative and individual accessories for the home

• Detailed, easy-to-understand instructions

Knitted tube decoration

ideas

Letterings and many other one-line motifs

96 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 80 images

Softcover

Retail price: €15.99

Publication date: July 2023

Nicole Hagen
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Celebrating in a nordic way

In her book, the interior expert invites the readers to parties all year round in the Far 
North. Celebrating Midsummer with DIY floral hair wreaths, filling magic jars for a 
children's birthday party in fairyland and baking Lussekatter, the special yeast pastry 
for the Swedish Saint Lucy's Day. Scandinavian celebrations throughout the year.

• Let's celebrate: from Midsummer to Saint Lucy's Day

• DIYs, decorations, recipes and traditions for an unforgettable Hygge year

Nordic celebrations with

Anna Parwoll

Decorations, recipes and traditions from

Scandinavia

128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 200 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: September 2023

Anna Parwoll
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Colorful and creative: ideas for four seasons

It doesn't matter whether it's everyday life, a holiday or a very personal celebration: 
in this book, Doris Paesen reveals her best ideas, tricks and secrets for DIY projects 
and baked masterpieces for the whole family. Together, children and parents create 
little meringue monsters, flowery headbands or colorful pompom garlands. This way 
home and everyday life become something very special throughout the seasons.

• Creative DIY project ideas that are easy to handicraft with children

• Perfect mix of craft and baking ideas. The book for the whole family!

• Using handicraft materials sensibly: almost nothing is thrown away here

DIY projects and baking

ideas for young and old
Creative meets delicious

128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 60 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €22.99

Publication date: February 2023

Doris Paesen
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Wilcoming fairies and gnomes

Fairy doors and gardens invite fairies, elves and gnomes to move in and become a 
connection between our world and the imaginative world full of magic. They can 
decorate  shelves, chests of drawers or baseboards, they can be put on the balcony 
or in the garden, protected from the rain. Children write little letters to the fairies with 
their fears and worries, and the fairies drive away sorrow with glitter dust. They also 
watch over the sleep and dreams of children and adults.

• Magical ideas

• Easy to make

• Inexpensive materials

Fairy door & Fairy garden
Magical DIY ideas in mini format

96 pages, 16.8 x 24.1 cm, ~ 80 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €17.99

Publication date: August 2023

Elin Fahlgren Arif
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Magical plotting

A plotter can be used in many ways: It can draw, emboss, prickle, scratch and even 
cut. This makes it almost a magical instrument for do-it-yourself fans. And that, in 
turn, brings us to Harry Potter and the magic of the British wizarding school 
Hogwarts. This book brings together magical designs for all kinds of materials, from 
fabric to paper to wood.

• Magical motifs from Harry Potter Universe

• DIY ideas in Hogwarts style

• Plotting for everyone: versatile projects with easy-to-follow instructions

Plotting with Harry Potter
20 magical DIY ideas for the hobby plotter.

An unofficial book. With designs to download

128 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 200 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: October 2023

Jen Leidner
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Digital and creative

For digital drawing you need a computer or tablet, software or app. The result is not 
a finished painting, but an image file. In theory it is easy as it sounds. In reality, it 
gets complex: there are countless hardware and software options. Our guide 
provides a great overview and practical drawing instructions. Digital drawing made 
easy!

• Introduction to digital painting and drawing

• Easy step-by-step explanation

• Practical tips for technical implementation

Drawing & illustrating

digitally
Step by step to brilliant digital illustrations.

For all common computer programs

128 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 180 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €22.99

Publication date: September 2023

Jessica Hohl
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The body is an inverted U, the legs are a W and the head is a small O: finished is the 
UWO, the basic shape of a person who will be the icing on the cake decorating the 
landscape of a watercolor painting. Whether in front of a Tuscan villa or in the midst of 
a rustic landscape: people enliven every picture and let it tell a story. Readers will learn 
how to make this story realistic with the tips and tricks described in this book.

• Detailed workshop on painting landscapes with people in watercolor

• In-depth and detailed instructions on the subject

• For beginners, experienced and advanced hobby artists

My studio for watercolor

painting: landscapes with people
Painting impressive pictures step by step

96 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 90 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €22.99

Publication date: September 2023

Kristina Jurick

My studio for watercolour

paintings: sky and clouds
Painting atmospheric pictures

96 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 80

images

Retail price: €17.99

Hardcover

Publication date: May 2021

Kristina Jurick

My studio for watercolour

painting: water
Painting atmospheric pictures step by

step

96 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 120

images

Retail price: €19.99

Hardcover

Publication date: March 2022

Kristina Jurick
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96 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 45 images

Softcover

Retail price: €12.99

Publication date: January 2023

96 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 45 images

Softcover

Retail price: €12.99

Publication date: January 2023

Drawing lines: magical

splendor of flowers
Painting, dreaming and relaxing. With ideas for the first lines 
Anja Gensert

Painting, drawing, doodling, relaxing and dreaming at the 
same time. It's easy with this reverse coloring book, where 
the colors are already available in beautiful watercolor motifs 
and - unlike other coloring books - the lines have to be 
drawn here. Imagination and creativity show children and 
adults the way to a magical world of flowers and blossoms 
that can be discovered. The lines can be painted with 
fineliners or any other pen.

• Discovering motifs in colorful pictures and drawing lines 

with pens

• Developing imagination and creativity plus relaxing

• A different coloring book for adults and children

Drawing lines: my enchanted

garden
Painting, dreaming and relaxing. With ideas for the first lines 
Anja Gensert

Painting, drawing, doodling, relaxing and dreaming at the 
same time. It's easy with this reverse coloring book, where 
the colors are already available in beautiful watercolor motifs 
and - unlike other coloring books - the lines shall be drawn 
here. Imagination and creativity show children and adults the 
way to enchanting gardens with flowers, trees and bushes. 
The lines can be painted with fineliners or any other pen.

• Discovering motifs in colorful pictures and drawing lines 

with pens

• Developing imagination and creativity plus relaxing

• A different coloring book for adults and children
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96 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 120 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: March 2023

96 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 110 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €22.99

Publication date: March 2023

Watercolor flowers step-by-

step
Painting favorite flowers in watercolor

Natalie Selinski

Anemones, roses, tulips - painting flowers is relaxing, just 
fun and beautiful! In the trendy watercolor style, with just a 
few brush strokes, the floral motifs are created step-by-step. 
With all the important information about the basics and the 
watercolor painting techniques, beginners will find everything 
they need for a successful start and advanced hobby artists 
will find inspiration for designing cards, bookmarks, stickers 
and small pictures.

• Painting flowers is a trendy topic

• Watercolor styles are enjoyable

• For beginners and advanced hobby artists

• Step-by-step instructions: easy and understandable

My studio for watercolor

painting: trees
Painting atmospheric pictures step by step using a new 
technique

Werner Maier

Trees as a single motif, a group of trees or a piece of forest 
are an essential element in landscape paintings. In this book 
on watercolor painting, Werner Maier explains how hobby 
artists can paint trees to create their own compositions and 
shows a spraying technique that he developed specifically to 
paint trees. This technique enables wonderful lightness of 
the watercolor layers, which is not possible with any other 
painting technique.

• Compact workshop on painting trees and bushes in 
watercolor

• The basics well explained

• In a new spray technique

• For beginners and advanced hobby artists
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The perfect wall decoration!

All those who have a soft spot for art and love it clean and modern - are on the right 
track with the „textured art“ trend. The relief images are created with the help of 
structure pastes, plaster and acrylic paints. Nicole Menz explains step by step how to 
create beautiful paintings, so that even inexperienced people can start right away. 
Boring walls are a in the past with these stylish works of art!

• Relief pictures are the trend works of art

• Little effort - big effect, and therefore perfect for beginners

• The stylish works of art are created with structure pastes, plaster and acrylic paint

Textured art

Creating abstract images with relief

structures

96 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 100 images

Softcover

Retail price: €17.99

Publication date: March 2023

Nicole Menz
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Knotting all year long

The macrame knotting technique is timeless and yet trendy as never before. This 
book contains ideas for the whole year. An Easter basket with bunny ears or a 
knotted handbag for the beach holiday, a mug warmer for autumn, hand-knotted 
Advent calendar numbers or macrame napkin rings for the Christmas table: the 
author enchants with a variety of knotting projects of art, perfectly tailored to the four 
seasons.

• Five suitable macrame projects per season

• Including a detailed knot basic course

365 days of macrame
Accessories and decoration for every season

144 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 130 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €22.99

Publication date: August 2023

Liesa König
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96 pages, 16.8 x 24.1 cm, ~ 120 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: August 2023

96 pages, 16.8 x 24.1 cm, ~ 120 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: October 2023

Floral embroidery
Floral and plant motifs for the embroidery frame

Christiane Mika-Lahme

In embroidery they are an evergreen: floral motifs turn every 
embroidery hoop into a charming one-of-a-kind piece. A lush 
bouquet of flowers, a pretty arrangement of buds and 
blossoms, a stylish hanging plant that winds its way over its 
pot - with these enchanting motifs, every embroidery frame 
becomes the perfect decorative element.

• Beautiful flower and plant motifs for the embroidery frame • 
Detailed step-by-step instructions

• Includes templates for individual customization

Embroidered gifts
Special gifts for friends and family. Birthday, home warming, 
wedding, baby shower, friendship

Michelle Schnackenberg

This book is for everyone who has a dilemma with a birthday 
in sight and no fitting gift idea. It offers a great variety of 
something personal and creative. This book contains 12 
great embroidery projects that can be further developed 
depending on the occasion. The author shows how to write a 
birthday greeting as an embroidery picture, how to 
individually embroider a bodysuit as a christening gift or how 
to skilfully depict a wedding couple in an embroidery frame. 
Gift ideas have never been so special!

• 12 lovely embroidery gift ideas

• For every occasion: wedding, baby shower, home warming, 
friendship

• Including numerous templates
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Warm knitting

The winter cold doesn't stand a chance with these dreamy cuddly models in trendy 
pastel colors. Soft yarns, inspiring patterns and feel-good cuts make the models in 
this book absolute favourites. The color palette from delicate pink to mint to lilac and 
light blue brings joy even on dark days! An exciting variety of models awaits: 
sweaters, cardigans, scarves, hats and much more.

• All models are knitted in trendy pastel colors

• Detailed knitting instructions including knitting charts

• Inspiring variety of models from sweaters to hats

Knitting in pastel
Warm stitches for cold days. Clothing and

accessories in pastel colors

128 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 80 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: August 2023

Caro Vellmann
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Knitting the perfect slippers!

Coming home, shoes off, slippers on is the perfect feeling! And with these knit-felted 
slippers, the feel-good factor is even greater. The slippers are knitted like socks -

only oversized - with large needles and then felted in the washing machine. So far, 
so cozy. The look also matters: delicate stripes, bobbles or ruffles –individual 
slippers for the whole family are guaranteed.

• Self-knitted slippers in felt quality

• Detailed and well described instructions

• Ideal as a gift for loved ones

Knitting & felting slippers
Warm feet for young and old

96 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 80 images

Softcover

Retail price: €14.99

Publication date: July 2023

Sabine Abel, Annette Diepolder, Karoline

Hoffmeister
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Seamless knitting

A sweater knitted in one piece from the collar down? Without sewing the chest, back, 
and sleeve pieces together afterwards? Yes, that is possible: with the popular

"raglan-from-the-top technique". The technique is easy to learn, even for beginners. 
And once mastered it, it will become the favourite knitting technique. The simple but 
fashionable casual sweaters, slipovers and jackets are described in detail and are 
easy to recreate in many sizes.

• Top town raglan knit: sweaters and jackets with guaranteed success

• How to knit a raglan from the top simply explained

• Designs for beginners and advanced knitters

• Seamless knitted pieces

Top Down Raglan Knit
Seamless sweaters as top down raglan

knits. The popular technique easily explained

128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €22.99

Publication date: October 2023

Emma Kaspar
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Balaclava hats: THE fashion trend!

Balaclava hats are probably the hottest headgear at the moment. They are not only 
THE fashion it-pieces in all fashion magazines, but also extremelly functional. The 
readers can knit or crochet their perfect balaclava hat: classic in a ribbed look, 
striped, with a knitted scarf, simply functional or made of fine cashmere yarn. Perfect 
for every adventure!

• The fashion trend "balaclava hats" to do it yourself

• Crocheting and knitting hats for beginners and advanced knitters

• Many different variations

Knitting and crocheting

balaclava hats

80 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 80 images

Softcover

Retail price: €14.99

Publication date: August 2023

Sabine Ruf
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144 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €24.99

Publication date: March 2023

176 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 120 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €27.99

Publication date: March 2023

Knitting with hand dyed yarns
Colorful sweaters, jackets, scarves & accessories. With 
Locoporella yarns

Babette Ulmer

These models are absolutely unique, because with hand-

dyed yarns no thread is like the other. A beautiful effect of 
this special yarn is the irregular dyeing. This makes the 
knitted projects lively and intense. The material of the 
Locoporella yarns - wool, silk and ramie - is of high quality, 
and great importance is the animal welfare. So knitting with 
these yarns is a great idea all round.

• Individual knitted designs

• With hand-dyed Locoporella yarns

• Individual sweaters, jackets, scarves & accessories with 
great effects

My perfect knitted cardigan
Knitting individual jackets: from a long cardigan to a twin set

Sabine Ruf

Everyone loves cardigans! This book is a collection of a 
large variety of shapes from small jackets to cozy oversize 
jackets for knitting in sizes S to XL. With the easy-to-

understand instructions, even more complex details such as 
buttonholes, cuffs and collars always succeed. For everyone 
who likes to individualize the clothes they have knitted 
themselves, there are numerous tips and tricks to make the 
knitted cardigan a personal favourite.

• Diverse, popular models from small jackets to oversize 
cardigans

• Detailed section for knitting basics: buttonholes, cuffs, 

collars and more

• With tips and tricks to individualize the models
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144 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 150 images

Softcover

Retail price: €22.99

Publication date: March 2023

144 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 150 images

Softcover

Retail price: €22.99

Publication date: March 2023

Knitting passion
20 models that succeed easily. Learning to knit stitch by 
stitch

Karoline Hoffmeister

The perfect book for anyone who has always wanted to learn 
to knit! All stitch types are fully demonstrated in video 
tutorials and detailed instructions. A fluffy jumper, cuddly 
scarves, cute hats or elegant cuffs are created surprisingly 
quickly and are guaranteed to become favourites.

• Unique instructions for quick success

• With video tutorials

• From accessories to fashion, everything is included

Crocheting passion
20 models that succeed easily. Learning to crochet stitch by 
stitch

Karoline Hoffmeister

The perfect book for anyone who has always wanted to learn 
to crochet! All stitch types are shown in detail in video 
tutorials and detailed instructions. A fluffy jumper, cuddly 
scarves, cute hats or elegant cuffs are created surprisingly 
quickly and are guaranteed to become favourites.

• Unique instructions for quick success

• With video tutorials!

• From accessories to fashion, everything is included
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160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 120 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: September 2023

96 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: September 2023

Get the look: Wednesday und

Enid
Knitting, crocheting, amigurumi, plotting. The unofficial book 
to the hit series

Caro Vellmann

In this unofficial book to the series „Wednesday“ the readers 
will find everything they need to recreate the heroines 
Wednesday Addams and Enid Sinclair: black and white or 
multicolored, knitted and crocheted sweaters, as worn by 
Wednesday and Enid; DIY instructions, plotter templates, 
embroidery files, amigurumi and lots of information about the 
most popular Netflix series of all time.

• Models to restyle from the well-known Netflix series             
• Crocheting, knitting, plotting and embroidery for the 
Wednesday look

• Enid, Wednesday and Thing as crocheted amigurumi

Crocheting cartoon princesses
12 childhood favorites from mermaid to chief's daughter 
Sonja Herberhold

Rapunzel, Snow White, mermaid and fairy - they all have big 
eyes, a cute nose and are pretty to look at. This makes the 
cartoon characters a perfect fit for the amigurumi trend, the 
adorable crocheted dolls that originated in Japan. In this 
book, readers will find detailed instructions for the twelve 
most popular cartoon princesses, including pretty 
accessories. Girl power in crochet style!

• 12 cartoon princesses to crochet

• Includes pretty details like shoes and accessories

• The dream of every cartoon fan!
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Sooo big & cuddly

The ultimate childhood dream: a cuddly toy so huge that you can hardly wrap your 
arms around it! This book contains detailed instructions for 14 XXL crocheted 
animals. By using thick crochet yarn, the animals, which are about one meter tall, do 
not take much more time than normal-sized toys. In addition, the cuddly friends are 
not only a real eye-catcher in the children's room, but also on the sofa in the living 
room!

• 14 XXL crocheted animals to cuddle with

• Crocheting time is the same as for normal-sized toys

• The cuddling dream for every child

Big buddy
Crocheting cute cuddly friends in XXL.

Crocheting with thick yarn: quickly and easily

128 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 60 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: January 2023

Word count: 17 000 words

Franziska Pfoser
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144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 150 images

Flexcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: January 2023

128 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 150 images

Softcover

Retail price: €17.99

Publication date: May 2023

Crocheting amigurumi: wild

animals
Moose, toucan, kangaroo - extraordinary and realistic 
Sonja Herberhold

The Japanese word "amigurumi" is now on everyone's lips. 
The cute crocheted animals are very popular among crochet 
friends. However, the animals in this book are special: they 
all look realistic and come from the wild. Here we encounter 
animals from a wide variety of habitats. Whether savannah, 
forest, ocean or grassland. This book introduces us into the 
world of pandas, kiwis and armadillos.

• 30 wild animals to crochet

• Step-by-step instructions

Crocheting amigurumi: zodiac

signs
Keyring pendants and lucky charms

Franziska Pfoser

Some people base their lives on their zodiac sign, others 
read their horoscope just for entertainment. In this book the 
readers will find many great instructions to crochet their own 
zodiac sign as a cute amigurumi in two different styles: as a 
small key ring and as a little doll.

• Crocheting zodiac signs as amigurumi

• Clear, understandable step-by-step instructions

• Two instructions per zodiac sign
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Crocheted nostalgia

Those little crocheted squares in all kinds of patterns and colors are usually sewn 
together and colorful pillowcases or cozy blankets are created this way. They used to 
decorate many sofas and beds with the typical granny look. The author of this book 
re-thought them for the new millennium. Thanks to modern colors and fresh patterns 
this nostalgic technique will decorate the houses of nowadays.

• Cheerfully colorful or elegantly plain - and trendier than ever

• Individual choice of patterns and colors

• The 70s style is back!

Granny-squares
The fashion trend to crochet. The comeback

of the 70s

128 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 60 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: April 2023

Babette Ulmer
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Crocheting fashionable bucket hats

The fashion trend of bucket hats is not only viral on the internet, but has also arrived 
in real life. You see the bucket hats in different shapes and colors almost 
everywhere. This book contains easy-to-understand crochet instructions for 14 
different bucket hats: from the felt hat to the casual hat in boho style!

• The fashion trend for crocheting

• Detailed instructions for the popular bucket hats

• This fashion accessory makes every outfit perfect!

Crocheting bucket hats
The fashion trend for casual styles

80 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 50 images

Softcover

Retail price: €14.99

Publication date: March 2023

Sabine Ruf
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128 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 60 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: March 2023

96 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 80 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: February 2023

Crocheting cute summer tops
Four designers show their favorite models

Lieselotte Sophie Klein, Anna-Lena Wirzberger, Claudia 
Rieger, Nadine Trieschmann

Crocheting is wonderful for creating airy summer tops. Four 
designers show us their favorite tops and how to easily 
crochet them. In interviews with them we also learn about 
their best anecdotes on crocheting and get exclusive insights 
into the exciting lives of the influencers. This makes 
crocheting twice as much fun.

• Instructions for crocheted summer tops

• Four influencers show their favorite designs

• With numerous anecdotes and interviews

Crocheting basic equipment

for babies
From size 50

Ruth Maierl

This book contains 16 beautiful crocheted baby projects to 
present to other parents or to crochet for your baby. Several 
models match with each other and can be crocheted from 
the same yarn. Whether a blanket, a hat, a teething ring or 
cuddly toys, in this book the readers will find easy-to-

understand step-by-step instructions for crocheting the most 
important items such as clothing and decoration for the 
nursery.

• 16 crocheted presents for babies

• Clothing, cuddly toys and decorations for the nursery           
• Matching models
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Cottage-core sewing book

This style is all about country living. It's no longer just a trend, but has permanently 
secured its place at the top of the list of the most popular styles of fashion and 
accessories for the home. This book contains inspiration for fashion-it-pieces in this 
natural and authentic style.

• Country and cottage style outfits

• Includes Pattern sheets

• Easy-to-follow, easy-to-understand instructions

Sew! Cottage-style sewing
With patterns in modern cottage style from

size 34 to 46

128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €24.99

Publication date: September 2023

Veronique Rüssau, Theresa Mayer
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The love for bags

There are so many occasions, where different bags are needed: for work, shopping, 
sports, a coffee date. One bag is not enough for all occasions. And if the bag is 
hand-made it becomes individual and thanks to the instructions in this book also very 
stylish. Easy and casual!

• Simple designs that are guaranteed to succeed

• Trendy models easy to sew yourself

• The perfect bag for every occasion!

Sewing trendy bags
Simple designs for beginners

96 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 90 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: August 2023

Stefanie Benz
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A new stylish look for at home feeling

Equally exciting and inspiring for all fabric, furnishing and sewing enthusiasts. 
Andrea Klein loves fabrics and has a soft spot for stylish decoration. This book is a 
great collection of step-by-step instructions for wonderful projects for beginners and 
advanced sewers for every room in their house or apartment. Practical, elegant or 
cozy things can be created according to these easy-to-understand instructions.

• Sewing cozy home decoration

• Sewing ideas for the whole house

• Sewing projects for living room, bedroom, kitchen, bathroom and nursery

Sewing home decoration
Elegant, comfortable, stylish: sewing ideas

for every room

168 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 240 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €27.99

Publication date: April 2023

Andrea Klein
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Christmas in green colours

Mindfully and environmentally consciously through the Christmas season: 
sustainability instead of consumption is the motto! This book gives valuable tips on 
all aspects of preparation and the celebration, such as finding the right Christmas 
tree - from plastic to regional or self-made - as well as lots of sustainable DIYs. 
Starting with upcycling tree decorations, handmade gifts and greeting cards to 
festive indoor decorations, this book has it all.

• Consciously and sustainably through the Christmas season

• Exciting facts and tips on consumerism, gifts, decoration and much more!             
• Sustainable DIYs, gift and decor ideas

Sustainable Christmas!

Decoration, gifts, packaging and tips for an

eco-friendly holiday season

128 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 200 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: September 2023

Victoria Musil
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96 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 130 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: August 2023

96 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 130 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: August 2023

Celebrations: Christmas

Inspirations for the most wonderful time of the year: 
Christmas decorations and creative gift ideas

Katja Henning

Christmas is time of the year when many feel like inviting 
family and friends over, setting a beautifully decorated table, 
serve up delicious food, give the guests small gifts and make 
the evening enjoyable. This book is the perfect companion 
for this purpose. With 29 creative ideas, the author shows 
how to turn Christmas and the holiday season into an 
extraordinary event.

• 29 DIYs for an extraordinary Christmas

• Table decorations, tree ornaments, gift ideas - the all-

rounder for the Christmas season

Celebrations: New Year's Eve

Inspirations for the turn of the year: decorations, DIY ideas 
and games. The perfect New Year's Eve party!

Judith Bohnert

New Year’s Eve is the time when many feel like inviting the 
friends over, hanging cool party decorations, gifting the 
guests with little giveaways and making the evening 
enjoyable. This book will help everyone plan the perfect New 
Year's Eve party! More than 20 creative DIYs for a terrific 
party will guarantee the host as well as guests the best 
holiday mood: from glittery confetti garlands to funny table 
crackers to entertaining New Year's Eve games.

• More than 20 ideas for the perfect New Year's Eve party     
• Lovingly decorated, creatively designed: from table 
decorations to gifts

• Includes ideas for New Year's greetings
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Christmas with a country house feeling

Christmas is the time of coziness, family and creativity. The cottagecore lifestyle is 
characterized by a longing for a simple, conscious, nature-focused life and thus is a 
perfect match for Christmas mood. The author presents DIYs, flower arrangements, 
tips for table settings and interior decorations, as well as recipes that all come along 
in harmonious connection with nature.

• Cottagecore trend for Christmas mood

• Atmospheric countryside photography

• Recipes for delicious dishes, cottage decor and interior tips for a cozy Christmas

Cottagecore Christmas
Decorations, recipes and DIY ideas in

cottagecore-style

144 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 250 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €24.99

Publication date: September 2023

Nora Mayrhofer-Kadlicz
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Christmas DIYs

Putting your own designs on your Christmas stockings, designing your own 
Christmas tree balls or creating a sweater as a Christmas present: all of this is easy 
to do. With a plotter!  This book is offering its readers a lot of inspiration and pretty 
Christmas design patterns. Besides, there are a lot of practical tips on how to put the 
designs onto the object.

• Self-made Christmas gifts

• Versatile & creative: from decoration and accessories to clothes

• Everything you need to know about plotting explained in easy-to-understand 
instructions

Christmas plotting
24 magical DIYs: cards, decorations and

gifts. With designs to download

128 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 200 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: August 2023

Anett Lehmann
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144 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 250 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €24.99

Publication date: August 2023

112 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 60 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: July 2023

Nordic Christmas
Decoration and recipes for the most beautiful Hygge-time of 
the year

Silke Dröger

Christmas à la Scandinavia: elegant decoration, close to the 
nature, minimalistic and yet with a lot of attention to the 
details. The author invites her readers to a cozy world, full of 
festivity. She shares her favorite decoration DIYs and 
delicious recipes for a Nordic-style festive season. The 
readers are welcome to pour themselves a cup of Glögg, 
enjoy a piece of Julkuchen and browse through Nordic 
Christmas inspiration.

• Scandinavian Christmas magic for the home

• An intimate insight into the Hygge home of the author          
• Nordic DIYs decorations, easy and delicious recipes and 
festive tips

Scandinavian Christmas lights
Bright ideas for DIY

Annette Diepolder, Julika Schlüter

At the latest during the Advent time, it is the right moment to 
make yourself comfortable at home. Light plays a major role, 
especially in Scandinavia, where it gets dark early during the 
winter time. Therefore, Scandinavian people like to decorate 
with light. Whether DIY candle holders made of wood or 
concrete, filigree LED stars, modern Advent wreaths or 
homemade candles - the ideas from this book bring 
Scandinavian Christmas atmosphere to every home.

• Atmospheric and self-made

• Modern Scandi look

• Trendy materials

• Light decoration for the entire home
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Energy saving made easy

There are many ways to save energy when it comes to lighting, cooking, washing, 
heating and using electronic gadgets. This book provides practical tips and answers 
questions such as: How do I find hidden energy wasters? How can I learn resource-

saving cooking? How can I produce electricity with a solar system on the balcony?

This book proves that it is really easy to save energy!

• Energy saving made easy

• With practical tips that are easy to implement

• For your own wallet and for the environment

The ultimate energy saving

book
95 tips for more money in your wallet

192 pages, 14.0 x 21.0 cm, ~ 250 images

Softcover

Retail price: €14.99

Publication date: October 2022

Ulrich Wolf
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Tips for order and a better living

Under the motto "Perfect is overrated", the interior design expert Lilly Koslowsky 
shares her easy-to-understand tips for a tidy home. Checklists and instructions help 
the readers of the book apply Lilly's tricks into their everyday lives.

• The author is a successful interior design expert

• The ultimate guide to a stress-free, (family) life with order

• Checklists and practical instructions enable easy implementation

Living in order
Organizing everyday life stress-free

144 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 250 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €24.99

Publication date: January 2023

Lilly Koslowsky
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Your own indoor compost

When we hear the word "compost", we tend to think of a big box in a garden. But 
that can also look different, thanks to a worm box on the balcony, on the terrace or 
on the windowsill. No disturbing noises or unpleasant smells - and nutrient-rich soil 
will be produced from the organic waste, which can be used for gardening. In 
addition, the readers can easily build the box themselves and namely with a special 
design of their personal taste. For example, it can serve as unusual seat and amaze 
guests!

• Includes all the basics around indoor composting

• With instructions on how to build your own worm box

• Information on the maintanance including dos and don'ts

Composting without a

garden
All you have to know about the worm box:

basic information, instructions and the use.

For the kitchen, balcony and terrace

96 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 50 images

Softcover

Retail price: €16.99

Publication date: March 2023

Katharina Adams
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128 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 150 images

Flexcover

Retail price: €17.99

Publication date: June 2023

128 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 150 images

Flexcover

Retail price: €17.99

Publication date: June 2023

My favorite creative color MINT
Knitting, crocheting, handicrafts, furnishing

This book contains many creative projects, all of which 
revolve around the color mint. From wool knits to DIY ideas 
and furnishing tips, creative minds can always find a heart 
project. Knitting, crocheting, handicrafts, design - there are 
projects for all possible tastes! The detailed introduction on 
color theory  provides insightful information about colors and 
their effects.

• Knitting, crocheting, DIY projects: a lot of inspiration for the 
fans of mint color

• Gift book for creative people to collect

My favorite creative color

CORAL
Knitting, crocheting, DIY projects, furnishing

This book contains many creative projects, all of which 
revolve around the color coral. From wool knits to DIY ideas 
and furnishing tips - creative minds can always find a heart 
project. Knitting, crocheting, handicrafts, design - there are 
projects for all possible tastes! The detailed introduction on 
color theory  provides insightful information about colors and 
their effects.

• Knitting, crocheting, DIY projects: a lot of inspiration for the 
fans of coral color

• Gift book for creative people to collect
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Handicrafting for all seasons

This book combines the best ideas from the parents' magazine „Hallo:Eltern“. Sorted 
by the seasons, home-made games, decorations, gifts and much more are created 
that the children can easily re-craft. An absolute must for all moms and dads!

• Suitable DIYs for kids for every season

• Step-by-step pictures guide through each instruction in detail for easy DIY

The big handicraft book by

Hallo:Eltern
Crafting with children aged 4 and up. From

the successful online magazine

144 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 250 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: August 2023
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DIY projects for imagination

A queen made of leftover wool and an egg carton, an enchanting toadstool lantern 
made from an old jam jar and some cardboard or fairy wings made from leftover 
fabric - with these magical craft ideas, the author brings magic into children's rooms 
at home. Handicrafts are made with sustainable materials, the creative thinking and 
imagination of the children are encouraged and many magical crafts are created.

• With scissors, glue and paper, fantastic results are quickly created

• Journey into a dreamlike fairytale world with loving handicrafts and imagination     
• Magically atmospheric photos

Fairytale crafts
Small and big ideas for a magical children's

world. From 4 years

144 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €22.99

Publication date: October 2023

Katharina Krebs
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Advent season is DIY time!

When it is gray and dark outside, the kids have to be kept busy indoors. Preferably 
with craft ideas that are easy to implement even for the very young, with materials 
that can be found at home anyway. A star made of cotton swabs, a reindeer finger 
puppet made from craft scraps: the ideas in this book are fun and guaranteed to 
succeed.

• Craft instructions for Advent season

• Suitable for children aged four and over

• Sustainable materials

Christmas crafts with paper
Stars, angels, Santa Claus and Co. Easy

projects from 4 years

96 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 80 images

Softcover

Retail price: €14.99

Publication date: August 2023

Gina Reinhardt
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DIY projects in red and orange

When life slowly moves indoors after mild summer evenings, it's time for new 
autumn decorations. The 25 autumn craft projects offer perfect inspiration and ideal 
activities for children from the age of four. Decorative fox masks, little forest 
creatures and flying Halloween ghosts are made from leaves, toilet paper rolls, egg 
cartons, recycled paper and wool scraps.

• 25 fall themed craft projects

• Colored leaves, twigs, mushrooms and forest animals

• Enchanting ideas and inspiration in colorful autumn colors

Autumn crafts with children

25 crafts for the colorful season. From 4

years

96 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 120 images

Softcover

Retail price: €17.99

Publication date: August 2023

Jasmin Markiewicz
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96 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 130 images

Flexcover

Retail price: €14.99

Publication date: May 2023

96 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 130 images

Flexcover

Retail price: €14.99

Publication date: May 2023

My bright color fun - children

paint with finger paints
For children from 4 years old

Fabienne Rufer

Painting windows in different colours. Painting with your 
hands, corks or leaves. Mixing color tones. All this is 
possible with finger paints. The children get to know the 
world of colors in a playful way and can experiment with 
them. This encourages children's creativity, develops fine 
motor skills and concentration, and the little artists have a lot 
of fun.

• Creative painting fun with finger paints

• Painting, printing, experimenting

• For boys and girls from 4 years old

My bright color fun - children

paint with watercolors
Gina Reinhardt

Colorful motifs with fingerprints, such as funny butterflies 
made of cotton pads: they can be easily painted with 
watercolors. Besides, these images can be used as home 
deco, greeting and invitation cards or wrapping paper. 
Children get to know the world of colors in a playful way and 
can experiment with them. This encourages creativity, 
develops fine motor skills and concentration in boys and 
girls. Little artists learn and have a lot of fun at the same 
time.

• Creative fun: painting with watercolors

• Getting to know the world of colors in a playful way

• For boys and girls from 4 years old
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Learning playfully and creatively

Educator Nora Wissmann combines handicrafts, games and learning for children in 
this book. Each handicraft game supports one of the development areas: fine motor 
skills, visual perception, sensorimotor skills, math skills, language comprehension. 
Some games refer to the Montessori approach. Children learn, play and have a lot of 
fun!

• Knowledge and skill development are presented in this book in a playful way

• The games develop fine motor skills, visual perception and much more!

• Many projects are inspired by Montessori approach

Creative educational games
Educational craft ideas for preschool kids.

Including templates

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 140 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: March 2023

Nora Wissmann
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Macrame for kids!

Colorful and creative macrame projects for kids that are fun! With easy-to-

understand step-by-step instructions and beautiful pictures, the little ones knot their 
first macrame creations. The projects are suitable for children from the age of 6 and 
develop concentration and fine motor skills. This is how picture frames, Christmas 
decorations or birthday crowns can be created!

• Colorful macrame projects for children aged 6+

• Simple and easy-to-understand step-by-step instructions

• Develps concentration and fine motor skills

The ultimate macrame

project book for kids
20 simple colorful projects

96 pages, 16.8 x 24.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €15.99

Publication date: April 2023

Katharina Eirich
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From 18 volumes of “My Life as Lotta”, the girls and boys know what Lotta, Cheyenne, 
Rémi, Paul and the others like. Finally, these sandwiches, wraps and Co. can be 
cooked at home. Lotta's snack cookbook provides the right recipes, in which all 
delicacies from "pizza skewers" and "snacker crackers" to "pancake rolls" and "cake in 
a glass" are collected from Lotta's world. So delicious!

• Cooking with Children!

• 60 easy cooking and baking recipes from the Lotta universe

My Life as Lotta: The Snack

Cookbook
50 easy recipes. From tree house
sandwiches to wraps to go
144 pages, 16.8 x 24.1 cm, ~ 65 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €17.99

Publication date: October 2023

My Life as Lotta. The

cookbook
60 easy recipes for kids

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 250

images

Retail price: €17.99

Publication date: October 2020

My Life as Lotta. The

baking book
60 easy recipes for children

160 pages, 16.8 x 24.1 cm, ~ 65

images

Retail price: €17.99

Hardcover

Publication date: March 2022
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Pimp your plate!

A plate is not complete without a side dish. But what to serve with the main course?

Filling side dishes such as noodles, rice or potatoes are OK, but add little to the 
taste. This book is a real treasure for the foodies! 60 delicious side dish recipes that 
are much more than just filling - they upgrade any meal and are so delicious that the 
main course could (almost) be forgotten.

• Delicious side dishes

• With professional examples for serving

• 60 side dishes that surprise!

The perfect side dish
The 60 best recipes from saffron vegetables

to parmesan soufflé

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: September 2023

Susann Kreihe
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Growing vegetables in your own garden is trendy - it is sustainable and guarantees 
new taste experiences. Because tomato, turnip, cabbage and Co. offer a wide 
variety of traditional vegetables with which grandiose dishes can be made. From 
"stuffed zucchini with jackfruit" to "mustard cabbage salad with rice noodles" to

"pumpkin and spelt bread" - whether savory or sweet, cooked or baked - this book 
leaves no question unanswered about cultivation, harvesting and preparation.

• Essential for the cultivation of traditional vegetables and creative vegetable dishes 
• Three trends in one book: sustainability, vegetable garden, cooking without meat 
• A comprehensive and informative book

Traditional vegetables
New taste experiences with forgotten

vegetables. 120 vegetarian & vegan recipes

320 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 150 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €45

Publication date: September 2023

Jacqueline Römmele
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224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 110 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €34.99

Publication date: October 2023

256 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 724 images

Retail price: €39.99

Hardcover

Publication date: October 2021

Casual Fine Dining
70 uncomplicated recipes for exceptional after work 
experience

Fabian Dietrich

For connoisseurs, foodies and gourmets there is nothing 
better than good food. In the stressful everyday life, 
however, time is limited. However, most cookbooks on quick 
after-work cooking do not meet the demands of food 
hedonists. Time to change! Fabian Dietrich serves fine 
gourmet compositions that can be easily prepared after 
work. Food lovers can finally make their own week-night 
friendly feasts!

• Cool. Casual. Demanding!

• This is what foodies have been waiting for: next level week-

night dinners!

• Eat as well as in a fine dining restaurant

The perfect plate
Serving like a professional: recipes, tips & inspiration. Each 
recipe with step-by-step photographs

Anke Noack, Florian Bolk

The components on a perfectly served plate are a pleasure 
for the tongue and the eye. The serving turns a good meal 
into a feast for the eyes and to a special experience. The 
unusual presentation of the dish is possible not only in the 
star kitchen, but also at home. However, sometimes we lack 
the serving ideas as well as the patience and the knowledge 
of how to use a few tips and tricks to prepare plates that are 
visually exciting. This book shows how to do it step-by-step!

• Food styling: the standard work on the trend topic of 

serving 
• How to make a perfect plate: each recipe with at least 5 
step-by-step photos

• A must-have for all ambitious hobby cooks
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288 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 140 images

Retail price: €49.99

Publication date: September 2023

224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €32.99

Publication date: October 2023

Precious oils
35 fine oils from A to Z. With 100 creative recipes

Susann Kreihe, photoart

Oil is the liquid gold of the kitchen! Today, for every use, for 
every style of cooking, for every dish, there is an oil that is 
best suited to it. In this oil bible, Susann Kreihe portrays 35 
fine oils and presents 100 fine recipes cooked with them. 
Spinach salad with argan oil, tatar with plums and hazelnut 
oil" and Wiener Schnitzel fried in alba seed oil are just some 
of them. The knowledge and recipes from this book open up 
new culinary worlds for the readers!

• All around the oils!

• The perfect book for food hedonists!

• Comprehensive knowledge and 100 fine recipes

Vinegar. Oil. Spices. Mustard
Fine aromatics homemade

Julia Ruby Hildebrand

Some bergamot oil over the pasta, yuzu vinegar or hot 
pepper mustard as the basis for a dressing, espresso pepper 
on the steak: fine aromatic ingredients manage to upgrade 
every usual meal. In the kitchens of food hedonists, such 
exciting aromatics should not be missing - and they taste 
best, when they are home-made. All ambitious hobby cooks 
will  enjoy experimenting with flavors and ingredients and 
refine the dishes with home-made aromatics.

• Additional flavours on your plate!

• 100 fine recipes for oils, vinegar, mustard and spice 

mixtures 
• Cooking. Enjoying. Presenting!
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Everything from the preserving jar

What is the trendy alternative to the plastic packaging? The glasses! This book is a 
colleaction of 55 recipes from a cauliflower curry over an asparagus and strawberry 
salad with elderberry dressing to a cranberry cake. In this book we proof that glasses 
are  perfect even for cakes, bread and ice cream. Our readers will learn how to use 
them as a lunch box for the break or for a picnic. We show how glasses can be used 
not only in the household, but also for dinner, on the buffet or for a small Christmas 
cake.

• Three trends in one book: vegan, preserving, plastic-free

• Fast, easy and incredibly delicious

• 55 creative recipes - all vegan or vegetarian

Heavenly temptations from

a preserving jar
55 vegan and vegetarian recipes for meal

prep and for on the go

160 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 90 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: September 2023

Udo Einenkel
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Discovering the world of potatoes!

With over 2000 varieties, the potato is one of the most important foods in the world. 
Healthy and low in calories, it offers endless possibilities for creative cooking. From 
classic dishes to sweet and savory creations - this book contains all the recipes we 
need. Plus: everything about the cultivation, harvesting, storage and history of this 
valuable food. An absolute must for every potato lover!

• Diverse recipes: from sweet to savory, vegan to meaty

• Comprehensive background knowledge: everything about potatoes - from 

cultivation to cooking

• A noble, exquisite and high-quality book

Potatoes

100 creative recipes from savory to sweet

256 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 110 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €39.99

Publication date: September 2023

Susann Kreihe
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288 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 140 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €49.99

Publication date: April 2023

288 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 140 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €49.99

Publication date: March 2023

Plancha
100 creative recipes for meat, fish, poultry, vegetables and 
desserts. The Mediterranean way of grilling

Susann Kreihe, Ingolf Hatz, Julia Ruby Hildebrand

The plancha, the Spanish grill plate, offers a universe of new 
grilling ideas: asparagus with salted lemons, antipasti a la 
plancha, a BLT sandwich, flat iron with coffee crust and so 
much more! With 100 recipes from this book, grilled food is 
guaranteed to never be boring again.

• Guaranteed success: plancha is the trend topic of the 
summer

• With special tips on "Plancha meets Teppanyaki"

The big book of smoking
120 fine recipes from the smoker: meat, fish, poultry and 
vegetables

Susann Kreihe, Ingolf Hatz, Julia Ruby Hildebrand

This book shows how to use the full potential of the smoker. 
It is an ultimate edition, which will teach the readers the 
basics of smoking and beyond: 125 creative recipes with 
meat, sausage, poultry, fish, cheese and tofu - all 
homemade. This book will share all the knowledge and tricks 
to show how to smoke like pros, everything from carefully 
selected, natural products.

• A comprehensive book on smoking for ambitious hobby 
cooks

• A noble, exquisite and high-quality edition

• New knowledge about traditional cooking methods
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For the love of apples

This book is essential for everyone, who loves apples. They can be used for a cake, 
compote, apple and fennel salad, apple and beetroot risotto, apple and potato 
pancakes with fish - hardly any fruit offers so many ideas for cooking and baking. 
Sometimes the apples from the supermarkets disappoint us. Sometimes the secret 
of the fabulous apple taste lies in the old varieties from the meadows. The authors 
have collected the essential information on the apple varieties, they have spoken to 
the farmers and cooks and have discovered the best recipes.

• Noble, exquisite and high-quality: the ultimate apple book

• Recipes, portraits and stories about cultivation, harvest and passion for apples

• It doesn't always have to be a cake: creative cooking and baking recipes for every 
occasion

The big book of the apple
Fine cooking and baking recipes from savory

to sweet

272 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €45

Publication date: April 2023

Julia Ruby Hildebrand, Ingolf Hatz
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224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: March 2023

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 120 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: February 2023

Clever family kitchen
One-time cooking for two dishes. The modern family 
cookbook with dishes everyone likes

Andrea Drager, Silvana Bothe-Mittag

Adults want kids to eat what's on the table. But children have 
their own opinion about what they like. Out of frustration, 
parents often give up cooking dishes they like themselves. In 
some families it is cooked separately for the adults and the 
kids. This makes cooking process more complicated and 
shopping more expensive. This book finally makes cooking 
for families easier and more varied - according to the motto: 
"Two dishes out out one cooking"!

• A relief for the everyday life: you cook and everyone likes it 
• Creative and easy recipes with a success guarantee for the 
whole family

• With valuable basics and fun facts

Cakes & tarts
Delicious baking recipes for spring, summer, autumn and 
winter. With many creative craft ideas for families with kids

Milena Krais

Milena Krais gets her inspiration and her ideas from nature: 
regional products play a big role in her recipes as well as 
craft projects. In addition to many delicious sweet and savory 
baking recipes, she also collected a large number of creative 
projects in this book. Thus, the author inspires the readers 
not only to bake for the special occasions of each season, 
but also to make some special decorations from sustainable 
materials.

• Baking and handicrafting from natural materials: inspiration 
for all seasons

• A very special book for the whole family

• With appealing and clear step-by-step pictures
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288 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €39.99

Publication date: June 2023

Word count: around 41 000 words

320 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 150 images

Retail price: €39.99

Publication date: Spring 2019

The vegan ice cream bible
Ice. Sorbets. Parfaits. Frozen desserts. 75 recipes from the 
ice cream professional

Lucy Allary · Eisbrunnen

Lucy Allary is revolutionizing the ice cream experience with 
her ice cream - it's so creamy  and intense in taste. It is 
because it is purely plant-based, consists of only the finest 
ingredients and Lucy has an incomparable sense of aroma. 
This book lets all passionate hobby cooks discover the 
secrets of the vegan ice cream flavors, such as  "mango-

passion fruit-lemongrass", "Earl Gray blood orange", "lime-

hibiscus-bergamot" or "white chocolate-lemon-lavender". 
This vegan ice cream is just perfect!

• Two trends in one book: vegan and home-made ice cream  
• The tastes are exclusive & new

The Ice Cream Bible
Ice Cream. Sorbets. Parfaits. Frozen Desserts. 100 Recipes 
from an Ice Cream Pro

Yüksel Saier, Engert Eis

Would you like to find out exactly what your ice cream maker 
is capable of? This book is the ultimate guide to making ice-

cream that’s as creamy as the finest Italian gelato, as fresh 
and fruity as in your favorite neighborhood ice cream parlor 
and as meltingly delicious as can be. The 100 recipes, 
collected in this book, teach the readers how to make ice 
cream with or without eggs, they let you choose what to take 
as a basis: milk, cream or yoghurt. And they even show how 
to surprise the guests with parfaits, sorbets and frozen 
desserts.

• A comprehensive ice-cream course for ambitious amateur 
chefs
• Standard work with 100 recipes and step-by-step photos  
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192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €26.99

Publication date: May 2023

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €24.99

Publication date: October 2019

Treat yourself even more!
BBQ, burgers, burrito & Co. - everything vegan, everything 
delicious

@kori.villena

Everything vegan, everything delicious: this time the 
collection of recipes focuses on BBQ, burgers, burritos & Co. 
This book has everything to treat yourself, because life is 
short! The dishes are simple, incredibly delicious and inspire 
even non-vegans. Yummy!

• Vegan - but without compromises

• Because this food makes happy

Treat yourself!
Plant-based: pizza, pasta, burgers & sweets

Alexander Villena

Healthy Hedonism is a lifestyle that is conquering the food 
market. So now it’s time to enjoy what we eat! At the same 
time, most of us want to eat healthily. In "Treat yourself!", 
Alexander Villena seamlessly combines these two trends. 
He explores plant-based recipes, which both satisfy your 
hunger and taste great.

• Dishes that everyone knows and loves: now plant-based     
• Perfect for flexitarians
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176 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €26.99
Publication date: May 2023

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: January 2023

One pot – zero waste
60 easy dishes with no leftovers

Susann Kreihe, Nemanja Ralić, Marijana Mančev
This book kills two birds with one stone: easy cooking and 
avoiding leftovers. All dishes are designed in such a way that 
only a pot, a pan or a casserole are required for cooking. In 
addition, all fresh ingredients are completely consumed. This 
means that no food is thrown away because it was not used 
at the moment of cooking. Simple & sustainable!

• Trend-duo: one pot and zero waste

• Sustainability lies in the core

• Everyday cooking with regional ingredients

Vegetable rescue
For the delicious use of fruit and vegetables: 60 recipes 
against food waste

Jacqueline Alfers
Fruit and vegetables that are no longer fresh often end up in 
the trash. In most cases it happens just because a delicious 
idea for spontaneous use is missing. In many cases overripe 
fruit and vegetables stay in the supermarket. In order to 
change that, this book inspires people to save carrots, 
peppers, apples, etc. from the dustbin and use them in a 
tasty way.

• Throwing away and not buying old and overripe vegetables 
and fruit was yesterday!

• Rescuing food feels good - and tastes good!
• Modern and young design of the book
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Small, fine and delicious

Typical tapas: several small dishes for everyone instead of one large portion. This 
so-called sharing table is becoming increasingly popular all over the world. And 
oriental mezze such as hummus, labneh or falafel are celebrated in many European 
countries. This cookbook now combines both: tapas, mezze and creative fusion 
dishes from both cultures.

• Tapas and mezze: two favorite cuisines in one book

• 30 classical recipes plus 35 creative fusion ideas

• Perfect for summer evenings with family and friends

Tapas meet mezze
65 delicious recipes for small plates

160 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 75 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €24.99

Publication date: March 2023

Susann Kreihe
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Cooking Turkish with Ahmet!

Cooking Turkish can be so easy! In this book Ahmet presents a large selection of his 
best recipes - and all of them have one thing in common: they taste so good! The 
passionate hobby cooks will find everything here: starters such as fresh couscous 
with sheep's cheese, main courses such as Canak Kîfte as well as baked goods 
such as Börek or flatbread. And of course the sweets are not missing!

• A must-have for all fans of Turkish cuisine

• 312,000 fans will be happy: the cookbook by the successful YouTuber Ahmet          
• Savoury to sweet: a wide variety of delicious and easy recipes

Ahmet cooks

Turkish cooking made easy. By the YouTube

star

160 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 90 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €24.99

Publication date: March 2023
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192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 120 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: October 2023

288 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 160 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €45

Publication date: September 2023

Shiba’s kitchen
Oriental family recipes from Pakistan

Shmaila Ullah, Arina Meschanova, Vjaceslav Shishlov, 
Sarah Domandl

Dal, curries, chapati, raita and chutneys: Pakistani cuisine is 
closely related to Indian cuisine, but the neighboring 
countries of Iran, Afghanistan and China have also had a 
culinary influence in Pakistan. This book is a treasure trove 
for everyone who loves the world of oriental flavors. We 
recommend these Pakistani family recipes, in which the 
spice cuisines of India and Persia merge in a delicious way.

• India meets Persia!

• 60 authentic family recipes

• Shiba's kitchen: from a mathematician to a successful food 
blogger!

• 135 000 followers on Instagram

The Levant. The cookbook
125 delicious oriental recipes

Rafik Halabi

The cuisine around the eastern Mediterranean has been 
very trendy for years. Here, Mediterranean, Arabic and 
Oriental flavors merge into spicy and colorful mezze dishes, 
salads, main courses and sugar-sweet temptations. With 
125 recipes, this atmospheric cookbook offers a 
comprehensive collection of well-known and lesser-known 
dishes from the Levant.

• The 125 best recipes around the eastern Mediterranean

• A comprehensive book on the cuisine of the Levant
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400 pages, 22.8 x 29.6 cm, ~ 200 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €65

Publication date: October 2023

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: March 2023

The big Thai cooking school
Authentic recipes. The basics. Techniques. From Tom Kha 
Gai to Pad Thai

Angkana Sirisaeng, Alex Neumayer

Thai cuisine is one of the best in the world. It is known for its 
grandiose flavors and fresh ingredients. Whether soups, 
salads, curries, rice and pasta dishes, fish, meat and 
desserts - from street food to gourmet food, this book shows 
the 100 best recipes, all kitchen techniques and numerous 
step-by-step instructions. There is also a lot of background 
knowledge about Thai cooking culture and detailed product 
information.

• The ultimate book on Thai cuisine: 400 pages, 100 recipes, 
many step-by-step photos

• With lots of information, a glossary and illustrated product 
information

• A must for all fans of Asian cuisine

Anushka
Young Eastern European cuisine: vegetarian & creative

Ana Romas

Eastern European food is heavy and usually contains meat -

they say. But in fact, the traditional cuisine from the regions 
around the Black Sea to Kazakhstan has countless 
vegetarian components. Ana Romas has collected, 
expanded and reinterpreted classical Eastern European 
recipes for this book. The readers will be surprised by the 
young, creative and delicious dishes!

• A wonderful vegetarian cookbook on Eastern European 
cuisine

• From cucumber soup to babka: traditional recipes 
reinterpreted

• A bit extravagant & still casual - that's the young cuisine of 
Eastern Europe!
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Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: March 2023

South Tyrol: vegan
A new alpine kitchen. 60 creative recipes from nettle risotto 
to walnut granita

Herbert Taschler, Udo Bernhart

South Tyrol enchants with southern flair, mountain 
romanticism and genuine cuisine. Its cuisine is one of the 
most innovative in the world. That's why - and also because 
the country used to be poor and poor people's cuisine has 
"always" been vegan - there is an exciting vegan scene. This 
book presents the best vegan locations and recipes - from 
barley risotto with colorful beets or zucchini and basil 
lasagne to port wine and fig cake.

• Colourful, diverse, delicious: THE desirable dishes

• With personal portraits of the protagonists from South 

Tyrol's vegan scene

South Tyrol: fine & fancy
Dishes & stories from mountains and valleys

Thomas Ortler, Udo Bernhart

Thomas Ortler is a shooting star of South Tyrolean cuisine. 
Internationally trained, at home in South Tyrol, he cooks the 
finest regional and cosmopolitan cuisine in "Flurin". His 
delicious creations are made from the usual products. 
Besides, he tells his own personal story in a sincere way.

• The first cookbook by South Tyrol's shooting star Thomas 
Ortler

• The village and the world, the mountain and the valley -

culinary contrasts brilliantly combined

• 60 recipes, 20 product stories and lots of passion
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Hardcover
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Publication date: March 2023

Burgundy
Coq au Vin & Chardonnay: recipes & stories from 
Bourgogne

Hilke Maunder, Thomas Müller

Bœuf bourguignon, Dijon mustard, kir (for the famous Kir 
Royale), chardonnay and pinot noir: in Burgundy you can 
truly feel like God in France. The author sets off on a 
culinary search for clues through Bourgogne. In addition to 
great wines, there are many delicacies to discover, from 
simple farmer's pubs to fine star restaurants. A personal and 
authentic journey through a paradise for gourmets!

• The author knows France very well

• With 80 authentic recipes from the French wine region

Canada. The cookbook
The cult recipes from the land of contrasts. Dishes. Portraits. 
Stories

Ina Speck von Ina is(s)t

Canada is a dream destination, a big country with lots to 
experience. Its cuisine is correspondingly diverse: lobster, 
salmon, bison, blueberries, maple syrup, wild rice - natural 
products are very typical for this county. The author shows 
the best recipes from fine bison steak to the delicious 
Tourtière pie, the cult dish poutine (French fries with cheese 
and gravy), creative kale pizza and a sweet pie with maple 
syrup.

• Meet the makers: in conversation with the protagonists of 
Canadian cuisine

• Close to nature – delicious and regional
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Vegan delights from Brighton!

This cookbook brings together a variety of vegan recipes, portraits and stories from 
the city known as the world capital of vegan cuisine. Brighton impresses with its 
culinary diversity and the stories of the vegan chefs are great sources of inspiration. 
The recipes inspire the readers to start the journey of vegan cooking. Discovering 
Brighton's culinary treasures!

• Inspiration for vegan cooking: a variety of creative vegan recipes

• Exciting portraits and stories of vegan chefs

• Culinary treasures of Brighton, the vegan capital of the world

Brighton. The vegan capital
Recipes, portraits and stories from the world

capital of vegan cuisine

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 110 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: October 2023

Anna Plumbaum
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Hardcover
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The Hygge cookbook
Recipes and stories from Denmark

Michaela Lühr

The author brings together the best recipes from Denmark in 
this atmospheric book: in her small kitchen in the Far North, 
not far from the Danish border, she prepares all dishes with 
a pinch of love. From broccoli salad to curry soup with 
chicken and Danish hot dogs to steak with parsley sauce to 
strawberry tartlet - these 50 recipes awaken a holiday mood 
and longing for the north!

• The best recipes from the second happiest country in the 
world

• Recipes with a success guarantee

Butter for the fish!
North German home cooking. Recipes. Portraits. Stories. 
Ralf Niemzig

The traditional North German cuisine is of course a fish 
cuisine. And it is down-to-earth and simple in the best sense 
of the word: shrimps, herring and smoked fish play the main 
roles, accompanied by potato salad, kale or turnips. In this 
book we discover the fish cuisine in Northern Germany. In 
addition, young chefs tell us their favorite recipes – from 
panfish to Labskaus and shrimp soup to cod on cucumber 
salad.

• The best recipes of the North German home kitchen            
• Traditional, down-to-earth and really tasty - that's what the 
North tastes like

• A culinary trip along the North Sea coast
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Noël à Paris

Murielle Rousseau takes the readers to her hometown and turns it into an 
atmospheric scenery for an unforgettable Christmas. She tells about festive customs 
and all the delicacies that are traditionally served at the loveliest time of the year.

"Christmas in Paris" is a declaration of love to this extraordinary celebration and a 
must-have for anyone who wants to experience the Christmas season in the French 
capital.

• Christmas stories and festive recipes

• All about the French tradition of Noël in the City of Light

• A Christmas book for Paris lovers

Christmas in Paris

Recipes & stories from French cuisine. The

festival of love in the city of lights

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: September 2023

Murielle Rousseau, Marie Preaud
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Larger than Life
Authentic culinary staging of nature. With 110 recipes from 
the wood fire

Roland Birr

Roland Birr is a wine expert, a world traveler and an outdoor 
chef. His culinary expeditions take him to South Africa, 
Finland, Iceland and Mongolia, among other places. There 
he stages authentic dishes from the open fire in front of a 
spectacular natural scenery. By tasting wines and regional 
specialties one can learn a lot about the tradition and history 
of the countries, as well as about the character and 
intellectual values of the people.

• A culinary journey to the most spectacular places in the 
world

• A coffee table book

• Noble, opulent and luxurious

Fit like the fire brigade!
The fitness cookbook for full power: at work, in the family 
and at everyday life

Jörg Färber

As a firefighter, Jörg Färber always has to be fit and alert. As 
a chef, he also knows the important role of the nutrition. 
Either it is a breakfast, a lunch box, a dinner, healthy snacks 
or midnight pick-me-ups, this book offers 75 healthy, 
delicious recipes: a green power bowl, an Asian sandwich, 
chicken nuggets with mango ketchup, a bowl with 
asparagus, homemade snack bars... Plus there are many 
great meal prep ideas.

• Eating fit like professional swimmer, professional firefighter 
and professional chef Jörg Färber

• Little time, maximum enjoyment: the perfect recipes for 

busy people

• With lots of great meal prep ideas
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Great recipes from the master pastry chef

If you are a real fan of pastry shops, you will find very special recipes in this book: 
the  pastry chef Matthias Ludwigs presents 25 classics from apple pie to Frankfurter 
Kranz. He chooses a unique approach: each cake is baked twice: once in a classic 
and traditional way and once in a creative and modern way. This is how Matthias 
Ludwigs creates completely new, exciting taste experiences.

• Baking like a pro: recipes and techniques from the pastry master

• 25 popular cake and tart classics with a new twist

• The perfect baking book for all patisserie fans

The pastry shop
50 baking recipes: traditional and innovative

224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 112 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: November 2023

Johannes J. Arens, Matthias Ludwigs,

Jennifer Braun
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Enjoying home-made buns

There are so many amazing variations for different kinds of buns! And still, bun 
recipes only play a minor role in most bread baking books. So we decided to change 
it! With a well-founded introduction and 50 recipes, it's all about the buns.

• Finally a complete baking book just about buns

• With 50 recipes and easy-to-understand schedules for baking

It is time for good buns
50 delicious recipes

224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 80 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: May 2023

Sonja Bauer
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This is marmalade!

The author has collected 150 amazing jam recipes in this book. Some unexpected 
combinations are also among them, such as "strawberry and rose petal jam", "cherry 
espresso jelly" or "pear and walnut jam". Only regional fruits, vegetables, flowers and 
herbs are chosen for those recipes.

• A wonderful collection of 150 fine recipes

• Sustainable ideas to create a stock at home

Home-made jams
150 tempting recipes with local fruits,

vegetables, flowers and herbs

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: May 2023

Andreas Buhl, Lucas Guizo
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An apple a day!

Cider is trending. Its tastes and scents are so multifaceted - and the author of the 
book is opening the exciting world of aromas to all the cider fans and to all those who 
want to become ones. This book is fun and opens new horizons!

• Cider is the trendiest drink!

• For beginners and experts

• With portraits of cider producers and recipes

Cider

Everything about sparkling apple wine:

background, production, recipes

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: May 2023

Petra Milde, Friedemann Ohnmacht
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Urban natural cuisine

This book opens up the world of wild herbs for city dwellers. Because most of those 
who live in cities don't even know how many edible plants grow for free in their 
immediate vicinity. Often misjudged as "weeds", plantain, wild carrot or horse mint 
thrive in the backyard, on green spaces or on the river bank. The motto of this book 
is: grab it! The authors will guide the readers through the secret wisdom of 
recognizing, collecting and preparing healthy herbs, which grow in the city.

• Magic of wild herbs for city dwellers

• All herbs with pictures and portraits

• With 55 recipes suitable for everyday use

Magic of city plants
Identifying, collecting and cooking with urban

wild herbs. 35 herbs - 55 recipes

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: March 2023

Caroline Deiß, Sylwia Erdmanska-Kolanczyk
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The magical light of the mountains

Award-winning mountain photography at its finest, accompanied by exciting myths, 
stories and inspiring paths. A rousing illustrated book about wild mountain worlds in 
Europe - fabulous! The photographers Stefan Hefele and Daniel Kordan show 
plateaus, summits, cliffs and gorges in a breathtaking new way. Dramatically staged 
mountains between the Arctic and the Azores, the Caucasus and the Highlands are 
the topic of this exceptional illustrated book.

• Epic mountain solitude on the edge of civilization - the whole diversity of Europe    
• Exciting background information on legends, myths and inspiring hikes                   
• Extraordinarily atmospheric photographs - for all mountain lovers to immerse 
themselves in

Mountains

Untouched landscapes in Europe

288 pages, 29.3 x 37.6 cm, ~ 210 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €98

Publication date: October 2023

Eugen E. Hüsler, Stefan Hefele, Daniel

Kordan
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Ahead of her time

She was a pacifist, a free thinker, a woman who wasn't satisfied with living in a 
palace, but who created a life of freedom through education, travel, hiking and her 
interest in nature. The author Sandra Freudenberg explores the Sisi’s joy of being in 
the mountains and staying in the movement. Andy Dauer's photography masterfully 
captures the grandeur of the landscapes.

• Hikes in the footsteps of Empress Elisabeth: between Merano and Lake Geneva    
• Well-researched about Sisi

• First-hand mystical mountain photography of the Sisi scenes

Sisi - long live the freedom
Favorite paths of an uncompromising

empress

208 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 160 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €34.99

Publication date: November 2023

Sandra Freudenberg, Andy Dauer
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The exceptional pilot

Andreas Tank discovers new treasures from the private archives of the Count of 
Castell and describes the spectacular flights and adventure trips through China, over 
the Himalayas and to the Pamir up close and richly illustrated. The illustrated book 
with unique Leica photos dives into ancient China and shows the Far East 
researched according to the latest state of affairs.

• Aviation history rediscovered with previously unpublished documents

• Exciting journey to ancient China ninety years ago, some original color photos         
• Exclusive: historical personalities, concordance of place names then/now

Wulf-Diether Count of

Castell: air pioneer
The spectacular expeditions around the

world: rediscovered

256 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 220 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €49.99

Publication date: September 2023

Andreas Tank
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Hardcover

Retail price: €49.99

Publication date: March 2023

Hawaii
Born out of fire

Stefan Nimmesgern

Whether surfing on one of the countless beaches of Honolua 
Bay, hiking to hidden waterfalls through the jungle forests of 
Kauai or experiencing coffee tradition on one of the famous 
Kona coffee farms - with its 137 islands, Hawaii offers almost 
unlimited possibilities. Our National Geographic authors take 
the readers on an inspiring journey through fascinating 
landscapes. Discovering the home of the hula in all its 
facets!

• Informative texts about nature, culture and people of Hawaii 
• With exclusive travel tips from National Geographic experts 
• Breathtaking images

The islands of eternal spring
Unique natural landscapes on the Canary Islands and 
Madeira

Stefan Nimmesgern, Susanne Lipps-Breda

Stefan Nimmesgern guides the readers of this book through 
a spectacular eye journey over seven Canary Islands as well 
as Madeira. He shows primeval landscapes of the Earth in a 
nutshell: cloud-covered peaks, jungle-like forests, spooky 
lunar landscapes, rough rocky as well as wide sandy 
beaches, basalt towers, inhospitable deserts. Pure beauty!

• Deserts, forests, waterfalls and volcanoes: primeval natural 
wonders

• Island hopping with spectacular landscape photography      
• Unique geology, flora and fauna
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288 pages, 22.8 x 29.6 cm, ~ 320 images

Hardcover
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208 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 240 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €34.99

Publication date: April 2023

The tour of your life
100 unforgettable hikes on all continents

Bernd Ritschel, Iris Kürschner, Christiane Flechtner, Eugen 
E. Hüsler, Christian Schneeweiß, Roland F. Karl, Alexander 
HormannIn this captivating illustrated book, the travel experts of

National Geographic reveal the world's most exciting hiking 
adventures: from scenic trails around Lake Garda and desert 
trekking through Namibia to the mighty glacial landscapes of 
Patagonia - top ten lists, travel tips and adventure reports 
included. A unique source of inspiration for ultimate hiking 
happiness. A must-have for all globetrotters!

• The best hiking routes worldwide: from the Matterhorn Trek 
to the Great Ocean Walk

• One-day and multi-day tours, top ten lists and essays by 

NG hiking experts

• Stunning photography: epic landscapes and spectacular 
encounters

Hiking happiness: Germany
Discovering the most beautiful paths between the coast and 
the mountains on foot

Manuel Andrack

Happiness can be hiked! In this illustrated book, Manuel 
Andrack takes the readers on unique tours past impressive 
castles, enchanted lakes and the most comfortable places to 
stop for refreshments. With ease and a good dose of humor, 
the hiking expert Manuel Andrack accompanies the readers 
through the German low mountain ranges and reveals why, 
where and how they can find happiness in Germany.

• Hiking through Germany's great diversity: forests, peaks, 
waterfalls and much more

• Hiking professional Manuel Andrack accompanies the 
readers on carefully selected tours: with lots of wit and 
insider knowledge

• Ultimate hiking destinations across the most beautiful 
German low mountain ranges
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Whre the nature is wild

Discovering quiet valleys and lonely mountains between Reintal and Priental, 
Logarska Dolina and Val Verzasca. This book is perfect for everybody, who wants to 
experience untouched nature. Hiking through ancient forests, to wild waterfalls or 
through high alpine terrain without any stress and "must sees". A treasure trove for 
adventurers and nature lovers looking to find themselves. Experiencing the beauty of 
nature in its purest form.

• The 40 most beautiful valleys away from the hustle and bustle in all Alpine regions  
• Particularly suitable destinations to find yourself

• For adventurers and hikers who are looking for something special

Magical alpine valleys
Places of longing away from the hustle and

bustle

224 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 190 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €49.99

Publication date: October 2023

Eugen E. Hüsler, Bernd Ritschel
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Magic of the Alps

Once they were sea, today they are a unique habitat for countless animals and 
plants: the Alps. Their wildness fascinates - but what characterizes the mysterious 
beauty of the mountains? Which birds, mammals, microorganisms and plants inhabit 
the valleys and which ones live on the peaks in the high mountains? And what about 
the future of the Alps? An extraordinary photo book that inspires with fantastic 
photos and well-researched information about the Alpine region.

• Unique illustrated book about the fascinating world of the Alps

• Informative text by one of the most renowned scientists in Germany

• Impressive photographs of mountain panoramas, animals and plants

Wild Alps
The unique world of animals and plants

208 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 230 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €34.99

Publication date: April 2023

Josef H. Reichholf, Heinz Schmidbauer
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The life high above

Priska Seisenbacher dared to travel alone to the breathtaking world of the Pakistani 
high mountains. Women in the remote high valleys of the Karakorum welcomed her 
and let her participate in their everyday lives. The author talked to them, danced and 
played football with them - and captured their stories in photographs. As a result, the 
readers can enjoy an illustrated book with fantastic images of majestic landscapes 
and very emotional female portraits.

• Impressive photographs of the breathtaking mountains

• Touching insights into the world of women in the remote regions of the Karakorum  
• For curious travelers with empathy and desire to explore the world

• Priska Seisenbacher breaks prejudices of traveling alone as a woman

The women of the

Karakorum

My journey to the world’s highest mountains

192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 170 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €39.99

Publication date: March 2023

Word count: ~ 36 600 words

Priska Seisenbacher
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224 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 150 images

Hardcover
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Publication date: May 2023

192 pages, 26.5 x 28.3 cm, ~ 180 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €40
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ConSTELLAtions of the world

Spectacular night photography

Stefan Liebermann, Till Mundzeck

The award-winning star photographer Stefan Liebermann 
takes the readers of this book on a spectacular photo 
journey to different corners of the world from the Arctic to the 
Antarctic to explore our beautiful planet and to marvel at 
distant galaxies. In his images he masterfully combines 
touristic "must-sees" with distant galaxies and star clusters, 
as if the lights were switched off on planet Earth.

• Technically innovative professional photos of the night sky, 
space and the Milky Way

• Famous places impressively shown in the photos

• With instructions for perfect star photography in the 

appendix

ConSTELLAtions

The Alps at night

Nicholas Roemmelt, Eugen E. Hüsler, Marco Barden When 

the curtain of the night falls in the Alps, the stars enter the 

scene. Like a sparkling ceiling of a festive hall, millions of 
twinkling lights stretch across the firmament. This illustrated 
volume shows what hardly anyone ever has the chance to 
experience: rare images of deserted Alps, fascinating 
pictures of the Milky Way, constellations in unusual splendor 
and spectacular mountain photography. Magical images are 
accompanied by interesting facts on nature and astronomy.

• Innovative night photography in the Alps

• Images of the Alps in all seasons with the associated 
constellations

• With exciting texts by the astrophysicist Dr. Marco Barden
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180 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 160 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €39.99

Publication date: October 2023

192 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 180 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €45

Publication date: June 2023

Legendary Saxon Switzerland
A journey to mythical places

Sebastian Kaps, Marike Langhorst, Sabine Zitzmann-Starz

Deep gorges, wild forests and bizarre rocks rising out of the 
sea of fog: the Elbe Sandstone Mountains have always 
fascinated artists and writers. Countless stories and legends 
tell of times long past, when knights and witches were up to 
mischief on Bastei and Königstein. The expressive pictures 
by Sebastian Kaps inspire the imagination and set an 
extraordinary monument to the legendary region in eastern 
Germany.

• Enchanted forests, fantastic rock formations: rediscovering 
the legendary Saxon Switzerland

• With information on how to explore the legendary locations 
yourself

• With quotes from folk tales, sagas and myths

Expressive, atmospheric photography

Legendary North Sea
A journey to mythical places and landscapes on Germany's 
coast

Axel Ellerhorst, Axel Pinck

The rough dune landscape of the North Sea coast, its 
islands and the sea itself offer plenty of material for myths 
and legends that still fascinate people. This illustrated book 
traces their roots and tells of proud buccaneers, mysterious 
revenants and many other stories, which were born in the 
North. The expressive phots make the readers smell the salt 
of the sea, feel the wind and the weather.

• Wild coasts, mystical landscapes: discovering the rough 
magic of the North Sea

• With legends and myths from Germany’s nothern region     
• Expressive, atmospheric photography
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In harmony with nature

This amazing book makes it possible to experience the nature, animals and the 
landscapes of the Far North in a particularly intense way. Discover the fascination of 
the Trollfjord and Geirangerfjord and Dovrefjell, immerse yourself in the habitat of 
reindeer, sea eagles, musk oxen and arctic foxes. A unique journey from Oslo to the 
North Cape through famous national parks and to the islands of Senja and Runde, 
Lofoten and Vesteralen. A treasure for every Norway fan!

• Landscapes, animals, nature and wilderness of the Far North in thrilling photographs 
• Lots of background stories, with insider knowledge

• Slow travel and mindful travel enable intense experiences

Norway
Traveling in the land of the fjords

256 pages, 22.8 x 29.6 cm, ~ 250 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €45

Publication date: May 2023

Robert Haasmann
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Life is a ride – make it big!

What initially was planned as a short outbreak from everyday life turned for Bettina 
Höbenreich and Helmut Koch  into a journey that completely changed their view of 
life. For five years they have been exploring the world - and that by motorbikes. This 
book tells an impressive story about dreams and unlimited freedom. A fascinating 
illustrated book with stories that only life can write.

• Roadtrip without borders - the impressive story of a life-changing outbreak              
• Spectacular images that inspire

• With lots of information about travel planning and equipment, especially for female 
bikers

The adventure: around the

world by motorbikes
155,000 kilometers - five continents - and the

dream of freedom

224 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 220 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €34.99

Publication date: April 2023

Bettina Höbenreich, Helmut Koch
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Experiencing the scenic diversity of Europe

This book makes the readers experience exciting railway lines embedded in 
impressive landscapes. Along the breathtaking beauty of the Cinque Terre, through 
steep mountain terrain in the Swiss Alps, past the mythical lakes of the Scottish 
Highlands - this illustrated book takes its readers on a unique journey through the 
diversity of Europe. It doesn't matter whether it's a slow train or an express train, 
every railway fan can enjoy the stunning landscapes.

• The most exciting railway landscapes all over Europe for sustainable travelers      
• Coasts, mountains, vastnesses, metropolitan cities: diverse natural and cultural 
landscapes

• A must-have and a must-read for armchair travelers and railway enthusiasts

Railway impressions
Railway landscapes in Europe

192 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 150 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €39.99

Publication date: April 2023

Klaus Viedebantt
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The splendor of the past

In search of the magic of past times, photographer Sven Fennema traveled to 
nostalgic places of longing in Europe. Once-grand mansions and epic landscapes in 
Scotland, villas and theaters surrounded by the beauty of melancholy in Italy, 
haunted country estates in Portugal, weather-beaten palaces in Georgia. Unique 
photographs that conjure up imaginative worlds of transience. Adorable.

• Unique: the illustrated book on lost places in Europe

• Stunning insights, exclusive presentation and exceptional aesthetics

• For lovers of photography, architecture - and history

Forgotten splendor
Silent witnesses of the past - lost places in

Europe

208 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 170 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €49.99

Publication date: September 2023

Sven Fennema, Björn Eenboom, Sven

Fennema
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192 pages, 16.8 x 24.1 cm, ~ 100 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €26.99

Publication date: October 2023

192 pages, 16.8 x 24.1 cm, ~ 120 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €26.99

Publication date: October 2023

West Coastin’
3000 km dream trip on the Pacific - experiences, encounters 
and wild landscape

Dirk Rohrbach

The legendary dream road Highway No. 1 touches 
spectacular stretches of coast, great natural landscapes and 
the pulsating metropolises of Oregon and California. It is still 
the promised land, a dream destination for millions of 
travellers, dropouts and seekers of fortune. Photographer 
and extreme cyclist Dirk Rohrbach searches for wild 
landscapes as well as inspiring and surprising stories on 
America's west coast. A road trip with a guarantee of 
longing, to travel later by bike, motorbike or RV.

• Great photos of the legendary dream route

• A feeling of the American way of life

Why the Finns are so happy
Travel stories about the happiest people in the world

Jürgen und Ruth Haberhauer

One old Finnish wisdom says that weeds are flowers, too. 
This philosophy fascinates Ruth and Jürgen Haberhauer. 
That's why they decided to get to the bottom of the Finnish 
way of life and happiness. Whether tango or sauna - this 
book is about breathtaking landscapes, moving encounters 
with Finns and their very personal stories of happiness.

• Authentic portraits of real Finns: from the happiest country 

in the world

• Including instructions for your own path to happiness and 
practical travel tips to Finnland

• Accompanied by breath-taking landscape and wildlife 
photography
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There is a small town in the USA, called Truth or Consequences.The author of this 
book has collected many interesting facts and information on towns worth visiting in 
this travel guide. 60 American cities away from the hustle and bustle with all their 
highlights are recommended to visit: from Kingsburg in California to Derby Line in 
Vermont.

• Dream cities that have yet to be discovered

• With many insider tips for authentic travel experiences

• An encounter with culture, history and people of the USA

Secret cities USA
Charming towns away from the hustle and
bustle

192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 280 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €32.99

Publication date: October 2023

Michael Moll

Secret places Paris
Fantastic places away from the

hustle and bustle

168 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 260

images

Harcover

Retail price: €25.99

Publication date: October 2023

Waltraud Pfister-Bläske

Secret places Greece
Fantastic places away from the

hustle and bustle

192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 260

images

Hardcover

Retail price: €32.99

Publication date: October 2023

Klio Verigou
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Beyond the crowded Mediterranean beaches and busy cities, Spain offers a big variety 
of little-known places. Deep gorges of the Roncal Valley or the quiet rock monastery in 
Aragón in the North. In the south the wild coves of the Albera massif and the 
mysterious Madonna of Guadelupe are fascinating destinations for discovery tours. 
One thing is for sure: It's worth it!

• Spain rediscovered: wonderful, unknown travel destinations

• Hikes, culture and city trips: something for everyone!

• With numerous insider tips and useful addresses

Secret places Spain
Fantastic places away from the hustle and
bustle

192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 280 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €32.99

Publication date: June 2023

Nicole Biarnes, Grit Schwarzenburg

Secret cities England und

Wales
Charming towns away from the

hustle and bustle

192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 280

images

Hardcover

Retail price: €32.99

Publication date: October 2023

Jörg Berghoff

Secret places France
Amazing places away from the hustle

and bustle

192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 280

images

Harcover

Retail price: €32.99

Publication date: May 2023

Klaus Simon, Hilke Maunder
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192 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 210 images

Retail price: €27.99

Publication date: October 2023

192 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 210 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €27.99

Publication date: October 2023

Wild places Italy
The most beautiful nature experiences far away from the 
hustle and bustle

Sabine Mischnat, Udo Bernhart

Bella Italia is less popular for its wildness than for its fine 
sandy beaches on the Adriatic and its cuisine. But this travel 
guide proves that Italy can really be wild: be it in the Three 
Peaks Nature Park in South Tyrol, on Monte Bianco in the 
tiny Aosta Valley, in the Tuscan coastal region of Maremma, 
in the Albanian villages of Calabria or on the Aeolian island 
of Stromboli - with Europe's most active volcano. Off to wild 
Italy!

• Discovering the wild side of Italy!

• With special adventure tips in the most wonderful natural 
places in the country

• With extra specials on such topics as hiking, wildlife and 
more

Wild places France
The most beautiful nature experiences far away from the 
hustle and bustle

Hilke Maunder, Klaus Simon

France does not only consist of Paris and the Côte d'Azur. It 
is also known for its wild side and is always worth a visit. 
This book is a great collection of travel tips on the waves of 
the Atlantic, on France's underground cave world and even 
the first French organic village. 50 travel ideas to discover 
the wild side of France!

• Discovering the wild side of France!

• With special adventure tips in the most wonderful natural 
places in the country

• With extra specials on such topics as hiking, wildlife and 
more
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The waves and the Wadden Sea

Denmark has miles of sandy beaches along the rough the North Sea and the 
Wadden Sea. High dunes, rushing waves and quiet fjords have their own charm and 
are a real magnet for tourists. This travel photo book with its 50 highlights tells the 
readers exactly what they should definitely visit in Denmark. It also gives tips on how 
to intensify the beauty of these places - for example visiting them at the right time.

• The most beautiful places in Denmark

• 50 magical places with a wow effect

• Informative texts plus impressive pictures

Beautiful places Denmark
Just beautiful destinations

168 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 260 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €25.99

Publication date: October 2023

Udo Haafke
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Unknown places of famous people

When you think of Rainer Maria Rilke, you think of Prague, Berlin, Paris and 
Montreux, but certainly not of Worpswede. When you think of Loriot, you think of 
Berlin, not of Brandenburg an der Havel. Anne Frank is associated with Amsterdam 
and only marginally with Frankfurt am Main. This travel guide takes its readers to 
lesser-known places of well-known people, shows them where the personalities have 
left their mark and what else can be discovered in those Secret Places.

• Rediscovering Germany: in the (unknown) footsteps of famous people

• With anecdotes from the lives of famous persons

• A special selection of city trips, hikes and cultural destinations

Germany: famous people -

unknown places
Secret places: 60 inspiring destinations

192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 280 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €32.99

Publication date: March 2023

Britta Mentzel, Silke Martin, Axel Pinck
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Where do you start and where do you stop if you want to travel through the "Emerald 
Isle" and enjoy its beauty and diversity? It is best to follow the road trip ideas in this 
travel guide. For example the Wild Atlantic Way along the west coast of Ireland or the 
Causeway Coastal Route from Belfast to Londonderry in Northern Ireland. Of course, 
Dublin should not be missing in your trip, nor should the Shannon River and the Ring of 
Kerry.

• Discovering Ireland on selected routs

• With accommodation tips for drivers and campers

• Experiencing the nature, culture & history of Ireland

Roadtrips Ireland
The ultimate dream roads between Dublin
and Donegal

192 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 200 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: May 2023

Inka Oesterling

Roadtrips Portugal
The ultimate dream roads between

Porto and Faro

192 pages, 20 x 24.1 cm, ~ 200

images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: May 2023

Ulrike Jeute

Roadtrips France
The ultimate dream roads between

Normandy and Côte d'Azur

192 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 250

images

Flexcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: September 2022

Klaus Simon, Hilke Maunder
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288 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 300 images

Flexcover

Retail price: €34.99

Publication date: September 2023

384 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm, ~ 325 images

Flexcover

Retail price: €34.99

Publication date: October 2023

The travel book South Tyrol
Discovering the most beautiful destinations - highlights, 
natural wonders and dream tours

Eugen E. Hüsler, Manfred Kostner, Iris Kürschner

This travel guide reveals to its readers all the best travel 
destinations of South Tyrol: Bolzano, Merano, Seiser Alm, 
the Tre Cime di Lavaredo, the earth pyramids of Ritten, the 
Lake Prags, the Lake Reschen and Tyrol Castle. The 
readers are offered the whole range of activities: for active 
holidays as well as relaxing days off.

• The travel best-of for South Tyrol: the perfect source of 
inspiration

• The ideal book for holiday planning

• With dream routes, a map atlas, excursion tips and useful 
addresses

The travel book Southern

Africa
Discovering the most beautiful destinations in South Africa, 
Namibia, Botswana and Zimbabwe

Roland F. Karl, Christian Heeb

Victoria Falls, Okavango Delta, Kalahari Desert, Zambezi 
River, Kruger National Park. These are destination everyone 
once heard about, located somewhere in Southern Africa. 
This travel guide is perfect for those, who are planning a trip 
through the South of Africa and want to include these 
highlights in their journey. It will reveal its readers the most 
beautiful destinations in the South of Africa, from the desert 
to the coast, from wildlife resorts to luxury accommodation.

• The travel best-of for Southern Africa - the perfect source 

of inspiration

• The ideal book for holiday planning

• With dream routes, map atlas, excursion tips and useful 
addresses
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192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 250 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: October 2023

192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 250 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: June 2023

Highlights Madeira
50 destinations you should have seen

Robert Asam, Grit Schwarzenburg, Udo Bernhart 
Madeira, the island of eternal spring, with its floral splendor, 
the cliffs of Cabo Girao and picturesque villages, attracts 
over a million visitors every year. Nature lovers will find 
subtropical parks and dream hikes along the levadas on the 
flower island. Connoisseurs appreciate Funchal, the lively 
port city with Mediterranean flair, for first-class restaurants 
and hotels. The authors take the readers on a varied tour of 
the island.

• All on the culture and lifestyle of Madeira

• The most beautiful hikes and walks in the breathtaking 
nature of the volcanic island

• With many insider tips and fantastic landscape shots

Highlights Sweden
50 destinations you should have seen

Thomas Krämer, Petra Woebke

The 50 highlights of this travel photo book show what 
wonders Sweden has to offer. Stunning photos and inspiring 
texts make the readers of this book want to travel in order to 
experience the hospitality of this country.

• With route suggestions and numerous insider tips

• Holiday dream for nature lovers, culture travelers and 
families

• Inspiring images of deep fjords, mighty glaciers and wild 
rivers
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192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 210 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: Juli 2023

320 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 320 images

Softcover

Retail price: €25

Publication date: May 2023

With the €49 ticket through

Germany
Easy & affordable – discovering the top travel destinations 
on 40 routes

Regine Heue, Lisa Bahnmüller

This travel book is the best choice for all those, who would 
like to experience Germany in the most affordable way. It is 
a collection of tours all over the country by train from Munich 
to Hamburg or Sylt. The readers will also receive some ideas 
of how to explore Berlin and its surroundings by bus and 
tram.  The author has also collected the best route ideas for 
short and long distances, ideal connections and tips for 
experiences on site

• Traveling inexpensively in Germany – seeing a lot for little 
money

• Clever route suggestions save the readers time for research 
• With tips of how to experience best the transfer sites and 
arrival locations

Cheap escapes
Inexpensive holiday destinations in Europe - a lot of 
adventure for little money

Not enough savings for a vacation? No problem! Travel 
doesn't always have to be expensive. In this photo book the 
readers will find cheap travel destinations throughout 
Europe. The numerous tips will help them experience a lot 
for little money. Whether in France, Germany or Norway, 
there are attractions, tours and events everywhere for a 
small budget or even with free entry.

• The top travel destinations for little money

• With an additional low-budget tip for each point of interest
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320 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 350 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €39.99

Publication date: September 2023

320 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 350 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €39.99

Publication date: September 2023

The Alps
100 ultimate travel ideas

Eugen E. Hüsler, Bernd Ritschel, Iris Kürschner, Manfred 
Kostner, Andreas Strauß

They stretch over 1200 kilometers from the Ligurian Sea to 
the Pannonian Plain: the Alps. As the highest mountain 
range in Europe, the Alps also have all sorts of highlights to 
offer: from the white giant Mont Blanc to the Matterhorn and 
Marmolada to the Triglav National Park. This book will lead 
ist readers to imposing peaks and steep passes, to glittering 
mountain lakes and rustic huts, to narrow gorges and 
thundering waterfalls. Pure Alpine happiness!

• The top highlights of the Alps in one volume

• Always the right thing: summits, gorges, huts, nature parks 
and much more

• Informative texts plus impressive pictures

Canada
100 ultimate travel ideas

Dr. Peter Kränzle und  Dr. Margit Brinke, Klaus Viedebantt, 
Christian Heeb

Enjoying the spray of Niagara Falls till you get wet or being 
overwhelmed by the might of the Rocky Mountains. Enjoying 
French flair in Montreal or marveling at Vancouver's 
spectacular location between the mountains and the Pacific. 
Watching whales or encountering grizzlies. This illustrated 
book about Canada provides its readers with 100 ultimate 
travel ideas for enjoying the wilderness and adventure 
between British Columbia and Quebec.

• Informative text plus impressive pictures

• Always the right thing: forests, waterfalls, mountain lakes, 
wild animals and much more
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Climate-friendly through Europe

Climate-conscious travel is in. And train is the best way of traveling climate-

conciously. This illustrated travel book proves that the trains are not only a means of 
transport, but they can also provide the travelers with an unforgettable experience.

• Experiences with different types of trains: from Europe’s first mountain railway to 
Hogwarts Express

• Discovering Europe in a relaxed and environmentally friendly way

Discovering Europe by

train
30 routes for climate councious travel

240 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 250 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: April 2023

Klaus Viedebantt
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192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 200 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: October 2023

192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 200 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: April 2023

France for every season
The ultimate travel ideas for spring, summer, autumn and 
winter

Hilke Maunder, Klaus Simon

Vive la France, all year round. This book will show the 
readers which regions are worth visiting in which season. 
The mild climate of the Côte d'Azur is wonderful in winter. 
Provence is great in Spring due to the cherry blossoms. 
Brittany with its islands, coasts and sandy beaches is 
amazing in Summer. In Autumn chestnut forests of the 
Ardèche or to the grape harvest in Alsace are wonderful 
experiences. France has something to offer the whole year 
long. This travel guide has collected all the important tips 
how to enjoy it best.

• The right destination for every season

• 60 natural, cultural, culinary, active and insider tip 

highlights                                                                                 
• With lots of practical travel tips and inspiring photos

Italy for every season
The ultimate travel ideas for spring, summer, autumn and 
winter

Thomas Migge

Rome is always worth a trip. However winter is the best time 
to visit this wonderful city. If this information is surprising you 
- you should definitely have a look into this travel guide. It is 
a wonderful collection of tips, which season is the best to 
choose to travel to different Italian regions. For example, 
Venice is worth visiting in spring,  the Sardinian Costa 
Smeralda is great in summer, hiking in Capri is best in 
autumn. Would you like more seasonal tips? This book is a 
great source of information on this!

• The right season for every travel destination in Italy

• 60 natural, cultural, culinary and active insider tips for Bella 
Italia

• With lots of practical travel tips and inspiring photos
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192 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 200 images
Softcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: October 2023

192 pages, 19.7 x 23.5 cm, ~ 230 images
Retail price: €22.99
Softcover
Publication date: March 2022

I have never ever been to...

Picturesque cities in Europe
Julia Schattauer, Lisa Bahnmüller
The Slovenian Kobarid convinces with its star gastronomy 
and the turquoise-colored Soča. As a lagoon city, the Italian 
Grado outstrips Venice in many aspects. And Swedish 
Malmö is not only famous for the Oresund Bridge, which 
leads to Copenhagen. The author has collected over 40 
cities in Europe that are not European highlights, but are 
definitely worth visiting!

• European cities away from Berlin, London and Paris          
• Discovering new sides of Europe
• Sustainability in focus: tips on how to travel by train

I have never ever been to...

Discovering picturesque cities in Germany
Julia Schattauer
There are many highlights to discover in Germany away 
from the well-known big cities. In this inspirational travel 
guide the readers will find 45 unusual destinations for the 
next city trip. This book is a perfect travel companion to 
rediscover Germany and to choose one of the ideas for a 
short time-out in one of the picturesque cities.

• German cities away from Berlin, Hamburg and Munich
• A lot of ideas for a shor time-out
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168 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 168 images

Softcover

Retail price: €24.99

Publication date: October 2023

168 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 200 images

Softcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: September 2021

Eerily beautiful Europe
On the trail of legends, myths and crimes

Julia Schattauer

What do the catacombs of Paris reveal about the past of the 
Seine metropolis? How did the Grauner church sink into 
Lake Reschen? Who really lived in Dracula's Castle Bran?

What magic lies over the picturesque palaces of Sintra? And 
what does the Hill of Crosses in Lithuania hide? This book 
will lead its readers through to the most famous Dark Places 
in Europe and tell them all those secrets. Impressively 
illustrated, entertainingly told.

• Exciting and entertainingly told legends

• Discovering haunted ruins and spooky crime scenes!

Scarily Beautiful Germany
96 exciting places: going after the legends and myths 
Marieluise Denecke

A deteriorated amusement park close to Berlin, a ghostly 
forest on the Baltic Sea, haunted houses, cemeteries and 
other dark places are not only scary, but also very beautiful. 
It is guaranteed that they will give goose bumps to travelers 
who go on holiday in Germany on the trail of legends and 
myths. This travel guide leads to caves and chapels and to 
mystical places of interest in Germany.

• A special kind of excursion guide

• 80 legends told in an exciting way

• Discovering haunted ruins and creepy crime scenes
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To Hogwarts and back

This book is for every Harry Potter fan, who always wanted to follow in the 
characters‘ footsteps from books and movies. This book is a collection of tours, 
connected to the Harry Potter Universe, inluding a trip to Warner Bros. Studios in 
London, Platform 9 ¾ at King's Cross Station and a trip by the Hogwarts Express. 
Besides, this travel guide will lead its readers through the real scenery of the fictional 
Diagon Alley and will show enchanting detours to Oxford and Edinburgh.

• The first German speaking Harry Potter travel guide

• All must-sees for every Harry Potter fan

• With specials on such topics as Quidditch, Hogwarts Express and Co.

The unofficial Harry Potter

travel guide
Discovering the magical destinations from

books and films

228 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 240 images

Flexcover

Retail price: €19.99

Publication date: November 2023

Antje Gerstenecker
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Underwater wonders

320 days of filming, 11 countries, 30 animal species. The ocean is one of the 
greatest mysteries of our world. The renowned wildlife filmmaker and diving expert 
Thomas Behrend and his team explore the wondrous worlds of the North and Baltic 
Seas. This illustrated book will amaze everyone who wants to learn more about the 
fascinating animal world in the seas as well as spectacular work of the wildlife 
filmmakers.

• Exceptional wildlife photography by award-winning wildlife filmmaker Thomas 
Behrend

• Fascinating knowledge about the natural areas of the North and Baltic Seas

• With exclusive insights behind the scene

Our seas

Natural wonders of the North and Baltic

Seas

192 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 260 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €35.99

Publication date: September 2023

Thomas Behrend
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Pure Dolce Vita!

Rich culture in Florence, wild mountains in the Dolomites, beautiful beaches on the 
Amalfi Coast. Italy has so much to offer. National Geographic offers ist readers 225 
most beautiful destinations in Bella Italia to explore. The "Unforgettable Experiences" 
and "Insider Tips" sections present special highlights and make the trips even more 
unique. Both for outdoor fans or an art lovers - Italy can be discovered all its facets!

• Italy’s best travel destinations  in one illustrated book: from South Tyrol to Sicily       
• With insider knowledge and travel tips from National Geographic experts 
• Impressive photography

In 225 journeys through

Italy

288 pages, 22.5 x 29.0 cm, ~ 320 images

Retail price: €45

Publication date: Fall 2023

Thomas Migge
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288 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 350 images

Softcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: May 2023

304 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 250 images

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: October 2019

Word count: around 55 000 words

On the road: the Balkans by

the campervan
Stefan Eisenberg

This adventurous journey begins in Slovenia's Alps and 
leads across Southeast Europe to the wild beaches of the 
Black Sea. Then it leads to the Greek Aegean, through the 
enchanted mountains of Albania and Montenegro to the 
islands and rocky bays of the Croatian Adriatic - all by 
campervan. This adventurous tour takes its readers to ten 
different countries with very different cultures and unique 
nature: pure van life! A road trip through the wild landscapes 
of the Balkan Peninsula is worth it as this region is full of 
exciting stories and tourist attractions - and this book offers 
all the necessary information and travel tips!

• On dream routes through the Balkans

• With atmospheric photos of the country, people, cities and 
national parks

On the road: Europe by the

campervan
1 bus - 2 travellers - 45 countries

Stephanie Rickenbacher, Lui Eigenmann

Lui and Steffi drove through each and every country in 
Europe in their campervan. In their book they talk about their 
everyday life and the extraordinary experiences on their way, 
they advise on the most beautiful destinations, the best 
places to stay overnight and much more. Deserts, glaciers, 
hot springs or impressive cities – easy to follow routes 
enable every camping fan to get the best out of Europe!

• Stories about life in a campervan: exciting and practical       
• Easy to follow routes throughout Europe

• 46 countries – all of Europe in just one book!
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This travel guide presents six of the most beautiful routes - all ideal for RVs. The tours 
are described in detail, sometimes off the beaten tourist track, along charming routes to 
scenic and cultural attractions. An informative introduction with tips about the country 
and RVs, as well as travel information from A to Z make planning easy for the readers.

• Map atlas, routes, parking spaces, sights - everything at a glance

• Written by RV enthusiasts for RV enthusiasts

Norway by RV
The most beautiful routes between South
Cape and North Cape

304 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 350 images

Softcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: May 2023

Thomas Kliem

Portugal by RV
The most beautiful routes from Porto

via central Portugal to the south-

western tip of Europe

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 250

images

Softcover

Retail price: €22.99

Publication date: February 2023

Thomas Cernak

Normandy by RV
The most beautiful routes from Mont-

Saint-Michel to Le Tréport

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 250

images

Softcover

Retail price: €22.99

Publication date: April 2023

Ines Friedrich
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The RV travel book Norway
Discovering the most beautiful camping destinations 
Highlights, dream routes and activities

Norway is the perfect travel destination for campers. 
Nowhere else do campers enjoy so much freedom, so much 
space, so much nature. This book is a good choice for 
everyone who wants to travel knowledgeable and informed. 
Where is the best place to relax in Oslo? Where is the most 
beautiful Art Nouveau building in Ålesund? Where is the best 
crab in Bergen? When is it lonely at the Geirangerfjord?
These and many other questions are answered in this travel 
guide.

• The most beautiful camping holiday destinations in Norway 
in one volume
• With selected campsite recommendations for each 
destination
• Clear road maps with tour tips

The RV travel book France
The most beautiful camping destinations

Michael Moll, Diverse Diverse

France stands for savoir-vivre, the art of enjoying life. And 
the best way to experience it is by an RV. Paris is worth a 
trip. So is the Côte d'Azur. The castles on the Loire are 
without doubt worth visiting, too. This travel guide helps its 
readers discover over 100 highlights throughout France: 
from Mont-Saint-Michel to Mont-Blanc, from the Atlantic to 
the Mediterranean. This book contains practical travel 
information for experienced Francophile campers as well as 
those who want to become ones.

• France's most beautiful holiday destinations for campers     
• Camping recommendations for each destination
• With easy-to-understand road maps and tour tips
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Camper happiness: dream

routes on the Mediterranean
15 tour ideas to dream beaches, vibrant cities and lonely 
hinterland: Western and Eastern Mediterranean

Andreas Fischer

A campervan has to go to the sea! This travel guide is for 
everyone who thinks so. It will guide its readers from Genoa 
via the Côte d'Azur and the Costa Blanca to Gibraltar, 
alternatively along the entire Italian boot to Sicily. Or east via 
Slovenia, Croatia and Albania to the Peloponnese. The only 
thing the readers will have to do is to decide, which 
destination to choose!

• Tour ideas for campers along the most beautiful routes on 
the Mediterranean

• Pitches and campsites with GPS coordinates

• Wonderful route suggestions for holiday trips over several 
weeks

Camper happiness: best of

Europe
12 tour ideas for every season - from crime tours in Sweden 
to the Grand Tour in Switzerland

Annette Frühauf

There are twelve months in the year, so twelve times to 
travel for a week. This travel guide makes it possible: 
spontaneously and easily by the campervan. Twelve travel 
ideas for Europe that can be implemented at short notice to 
suit the season and depending on the weather and the mood 
are collected in this book. The travelers are offered to watch 
the tulips bloom in the Netherlands, to join the unofficial 
Route de Crêpe in Brittany, to take a deep breath in late 
summer in Sweden, or to admire the winter in Vienna.

• Discovering the diversity of Europe: tours for every taste     
• Travel ideas for every season

• Selected parking lots and campsites including GPS data
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120 alpine passes by racing

bike
All the classical routes between Berchtesgaden and Nice 
Rudolf Geser

Pass roads in the Alps are a challenge - and a passion for 
many ambitious road cyclists. This volume brings together 
120 most beautiful road bike passes in the entire Alpine 
region: from the Timmelsjoch to the Furka Pass, from the 
Alpe di Siusi to Mont Ventoux. Each pass is presented with 
photos, a precise description of the route, information on 
inclines, a detailed map, an altitude profile - and things worth 
seeing on the tour.

• 120 alpines passes in one book!

• Additional benefit: each pass with route characteristics, 
detailed map and altitude profile

The coast of the Netherlands

by bike
30 bike tours through picturesque landscapes, towards 
charming towns and cultural highlights

Linda O’Bryan und Hans Zaglitsch

What makes the Dutch coast attractive for cyclists? First of 
all, of course, the landscape. It's almost always flat, only the 
North Sea wind is sometimes a challenge when it blows 
against you. However there are so many other attractions in 
this region. This book contains 30 tours to learn the region 
and to experience its beauty!

• Each tour contains time for sightseeing and picnics as well 
as time to relax

• Detailed directions, tour descriptions and maps

• With GPS tracks to download and lots of practical tips
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Surviving in the wilderness

This book provides all outdoor enthusiasts with the awareness of how to survive in 
the wilderness. Dominik Knausenberger is sharing with his readers his outdoor and 
survival knowledge, which he collected on his adventure trips and wilderness 
trainings. The topics are diverse and go far beyond the basics: emergency signals, 
weather information and much more.

• The best survival skills from a pro

• Tips and tricks for surviving outdoors: an illustrated manual

• With step-by-step instructions

Survival skills – the big

outdoor manual
Everything you need to know to be prepared

for the outdoors

224 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 200 images

Softcover

Retail price: €24.99

Publication date: April 2023

Dominik Knausenberger
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Mountain weather

Practical knowledge from professionals on weather 
observation and tour planning

Karl Gabl

What do clouds tell me about the weather? How do I 
properly prepare for a tour? What strategies are there for the 
case of thunderstorms? How do I behave if a cold front 
threatens? The author of this book is a meteorologist and he 
answers these and many other questions.

• Karl Gabl: the meteorologist whom the alpine professionals 
trust

• This book gives an answer to an important question: How 

do I recognize dangers early enough?

Avalanches

Understanding, assessing and making risk-based decisions 
Stephan Harvey, Hansueli Rhyner, Jürg Schweizer 
Assessing the avalanche risk independently, recognizing the 
dangers, correctly assessing snow conditions and weather. 
This clear practical guide offers vital basic knowledge for all 
ski tourers, freeriders and snowshoe hikers. It explains the 
basics of snow and avalanche assessment methods and 
decision-making strategies in an easy-to-understand 
manner, and explains the correct procedure in an 
emergency. Well-founded, practical, indispensable.

• Basic knowledge of avalanche awareness explained by 
professionals in an easy-to-understand way

• Indispensable for ski tourers, freeriders and snowshoe 

hikers Informative graphics and step-by-step instructions
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Bavaria's most beautiful peaks
Unique tours in the Bavarian mountains

Wilfried und Lisa Bahnmüller

This book leads its readers up to the most beautiful peaks of 
the Bavarian mountains. It is a wonderful combination of the 
famous highlights in this region and some lesser-known 
peaks. The mountain enthusiasts will find what they are 
looking for: some excting discoveries along the way and the 
most beautiful views!

• Fantastic views and wonderful hikes

• With some extra information on each peak

• Detailed tour descriptions, maps and GPS tracks for 
download

Bavaria's world heritage
Fascinating hikes to all UNESCO treasures. Discovering 
unique culture and nature

Wilfried und Lisa Bahnmüller

Germany currently has 51 world heritage sites on the 
UNESCO list. Ten of them are in Bavaria alone. In addition 
to the cultural monuments, biosphere reserves and geoparks 
are also part of the UNESCO heritage. With this guide the 
readers will immerse themselves in the fascinating culture 
and nature of the treasures of Bavaria.

• Discovering Bavaria's world heritage on foot

• Background information on all UNESCO treasures in           
• Bavaria Detailed route descriptions, maps and GPS tracks 

for download
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Unimog at your service!

The Unimog started to be in serial production in 1948. More than 80 years later, 
Unimog specialist Carl-Heinz Vogler is tracking down the vehicles that have been 
used by many fire brigades and other services during all this time. Even the Unimog 
enthusiasts will learn a lot of new things about the history, types and technology of 
"service Unimog".

• The new work of the renowned Unimog specialist

• Everything about the fire brigade, police and army Unimog

• Compact yet comprehensive

Unimog in service
The vehicle legend for the fire brigade,

police, military and many other services

168 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 190 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €29.99

Publication date: July 2023

Carl-Heinz Vogler
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A Junkers aircraft legend revisited

Four engines, huge dimensions, thick wings that could transport cargo and 
passengers. In other words: the largest passenger aircraft of its time. A technical 
daring that resulted in a high manufacturing price. In the end, only two machines 
were built in Germany. Six more followed under license in Japan. It is high time to 
pay tribute to this aviation sensation with this richly illustrated volume.

• The book on an aviation legend, the largest plane of its time

• Exceptional collection of historical original photographs

Junkers G 38: the gentle

giant
The world record aircraft with the thick wings

144 pages, 22.5 x 27.1 cm, ~ 160 images

Retail price: €34.99

Hardcover

Publication date: March 2022

Helmut Erfurth
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Germany’s dark  history

Lost and dark places of the military: history with a scary factor. Experiencing the 
relics and ruins of abandoned airports, deserted barracks and cold bunkers. 
Overgrown tanks and rusting planes bear witness to the destructive power of the 
past. Amazement, shaking of heads and goosebumps – this is what this book 
guarantees to its readers.

• Urbex adventure with a different angle

• Lost places & military history in one volume

• Dark history up close

Lost & dark places: military

ruins in Germany

192 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 180 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €39.99

Publication date: October 2023

Michael Dörflinger
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On gearwheels up into the mountains

Steam locomotives can still be seen in action today on 14 gearwheel railways in 
Europe: in Great Britain, Austria, Switzerland, Slovakia and Greece. The author 
portrays all routes and the available steam locomotives. Historical photos are a great 
addition to the photos made nowadays. The gearwheel steam locomotives kept in 
museums in Europe are presented in a separate chapter. More than just a travel 
guide for steam locomotive fans!

• A guide to the remaining gearwheel steam locomotives in Europe

• All routes are portrayed in this edition

• A great overview of the locomotives, which are still in existence today

Full steam ahead to the

mountains

Europe's gearwheel steam locomotives on

the most fascinating routes

128 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 160 images

Softcover

Retail price: €24.99

Publication date: April 2023

Christian Jummrich
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By train through Germany

The railway landscape in Germany is constantly changing, the variety of vehicles 
and railway companies is greater than ever. This illustrated book presents selected, 
large-format photos of the colorful and varied railway world in 16 federal states. This 
book is an entertaining journey from the Alps to the island of Sylt, which makes the 
readers experience the entire range of trains, routes and landscapes up close.

• The current railway landscape at a glance

• Diversity: from the steam-powered narrow-gauge railway to the ICE

• Great and extremely varied photographs from all regions

Railways in Germany today
Routes, trains, landscapes

192 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, ~ 230 images

Hardcover

Retail price: €45

Publication date: November 2023

Heiko Focken
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German Railway
Photo rarities from the 50s and 60s by Reinhold Palm

Udo Kandler

Reinhold Palm took photos in places that in most cases only 
the employees of German Railway had access to. From the 
point of view of the insider, many surprising motifs and 
special views were created - his photographic perspective is 
more convincing today than ever. He won numerous first 
prizes at photo exhibitions at home and abroad.

• New and at the same time surprising insights into the 
operation of the early German Railways

• Historically valuable pictorial documents from the years 
before 1970

• Photographs of excellent technical quality, many in colour

Color photo rarities by Carl

Bellingrodt
The German Railway in the 1950s

Udo Kandler

Carl Bellingrodt is indisputably the master of the railway 
photography in Germany. Many of his black and white 
images are well known to railroad enthusiasts. They are 
highly valued for their quality. He devoted himself only to a 
small extent to color photography. Approximately 200 color 
motifs document the varied railway operations at the 
German Railway in the 1950s and are at the same time a 
rare opportunity to discover Carl Bellingrodt from his lesser-

known side.

• Photo rarities in color from the 1950s

• Interesting and different motifs from railway operations at 

the German Railway

• Little-known photographs by the old master Carl Bellingrodt
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101 aviation curiosities you

need to know
Andreas  Fecker

The author, who is a former flight controller has a lot to tell 
about the past and present of aviation, about people and 
planes, about accidents and strokes of luck. Filipino 
Reginald Chua, for example, had little luck with his home-

made parachute. There existed an argument between pilot 
and co-pilot, which resulted in the plane landing on its belly 
because the co-pilot was told to keep his mouth shut.

• Aviation Curiosities

• Stories that captivate

• A real page turner

101 things you need to know

about Star Wars
Michael Dörflinger

What was Yoda's original name? What does "The 
Godfather" have to do with Star Wars? Which actor pleaded 
for the death of his Star Wars character? Science fiction fan 
Michael Dörflinger explores these and other questions in this 
compendium, which offers everything  important and 
unknown about the Star Wars universe. Exciting facts are 
collected in this book, many of them will guarantee 
numerous aha-moments for all Star Warriors.

• A handy overview of the Star Wars universe

• The perfect mix of information and entertainment

• 101 aha-moments for all fans
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101 more things a train lover

needs to know
Stefan Friesenegger

How far do the steel veins of the railway reach? Which 
peaks lead to the steepest routes in the world? Where are 
the longest trains? Railway enthusiast and connoisseur 
Stefan Friesenegger answers these and many other 
questions in this small handbook. 101 aha-moments for all 
train fans are guaranteed.

• The second volume after the bestselling volume one         
(26 000 copies sold)

• An absolutely successful mixture of information and 
entertainment

• 101 aha-moments for all train enthusiasts

101 things you need to know

about tanks
Thomas Anderson

What does Leonardo da Vinci have to do with tanks? What is 
a tank bell? Where does the word tank come from? Military 
history expert Thomas Anderson answers these and many 
other questions in this small book on the subject of armored 
vehicles. In addition to all the important information about the 
history and present of this weapon, curious facts and records 
are also a part of it.

• 101 aha-moments for those interested in military history      
• Everything you need to know about technology and use       
• Historical classification and critical evaluation
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Model railway depots
Tips for the prototypical implementation by a professional • 
From a locomotive station to a large depot
Markus Tiedtke, Dirk Rohde, Michael U. Kratzsch-
Leichsenring
A model railway system is only really complete with a depot

or – if there is little space – a small locomotive station.

Steam locomotive treatment facilities are complex and

require careful planning. This comprehensive practical guide

shows how the prototypical implementation in the model

succeeds: with meaningful photos, many track plans of small

and large depots, detailed instructions and professional tips.

• A great book on depots for all model railroaders

• Meaningful photos and tips from professionals make the

readers want to do handicrafts themselves

• Additional chapter: depots for diesel and electric

locomotives

Model railway layouts:

concepts, plans & 3D views
24 ingenious suggestions for demanding projects
Ivo Cordes
This book presents demanding projects, which are not 
overwhelming for model railroaders. Many designs are based 
on realistic models.       

• Layouts for demanding projects without projects, which
require much space

• Clear classic illustrations instead of computerized graphics
• Projects presented in this book lean on realistic models
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The lasercut handbook
Basics, technology, tips and examples for the perfect railway 
modelling

Hans-Dieter Kienitz

Lasercut is a process in which a material (e.g. wood, paper, 
acrylic glass, metal) is cut with a laser beam. This creates a 
clean and precise cutting edge. For example, model 
buildings for model railways can be manufactured with 
unimagined precision. This manual shows how to do it – for 
beginners and professionals. It clearly presents the basics 
using various examples.

• A clear introduction to the model building technology that is 
new to many

• With many practical examples

• Tips and tricks for beginners and professionals

First aid for model railroads:

electricity and electrics
Basics – Applications – Repairs

Roman Lohr

Repairing functional faults, understanding and building circuit 
diagrams, upgrading model railroads by adding special 
effects – this practical guide reveals how it’s done. It 
presents the basic principles of electrical systems for model 
railroads, explains how components work, and describes 
ways of expanding a model railroad without excessive time 
and cost. Packed with pro tips on materials and tools.

• Understand the basics of electrical systems for model 
railroads – even without previous knowledge

• Repair functional faults yourself – quickly, cheaply and 
stress-free

• With lots of hints about choice of materials, tools and 
techniques


